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1. SUMMARY 
Internal measurements for the purpose of studying combustion noise characteristics were 
made on a variety of JT9D scale experimental combustion designs during the course of the 
NASA Experimental CIean Combustor Program, and partial results were reported in Refer- 
ence 1. Tests were conducted on 90 degree combustor segments installed in a special bur- 
ner rig. Measurements were of two types: l .  fluctuating pressure signals from transducers 
flush-mounted in the walls of the combustors, and 2. fluctuating temperature signals from 
an array of fast-response tf.ermocouples located in the exit plane of the combustors. 
The objective of the pressure measurement program was to  determine how the near field 
combustion chamber noise characteristics varied with combustor design and rig operating 
parameters, and to determine if certain operating parameters used to  predict farfield core 
engine noise could also serve to correlate the internal measurements. It was found that a 
function of these parameters (Equation 9 of NASA TMX 71 627, recommended by NASA as 
an interim prediction procedure for core engine farfield noise) provided a reasonably good 
description of changes in internal noise of a particular combustor as its operating paramzters 
were varied. It was also found that the levels of internal noise of different combustor de- 
signs differed from each other by significant amounts at common operating conditions, and 
also that the average of the internal levels of the combustors evaluated at common operating 
conditions was appreciably higher than the corresponding predicted farfield value, as would 
be expected for information obtained from measurements in the near field of a noise source. 
Before these results were obtained it was found necessary to edit the internal pressure trans- 
ducer signatures to reduce the effects of local aerodynamic noise. 
The purpose of acauiring fluctuating temperature data downstream of the combustor was to 
obtain information relati;.. '.o what has been identified as "indirect combustion noise". As 
distinct from direct combustion noise which is caused by local fluctuations in the heat re- 
lease rate, "indirect" noise is produced downstream of the burner zone when hot spots or 
temperature inhomogeneities in the flow encounter a sharp pressure chalige, such as is pro- 
duced by an engine turbine stage. No such sharp pressure drop existed in the operating of 
the combustor rig, so that no mechanism existed for the actual generation of indirect noise 
during the tests. The objective of taking the temperature measurements was to  obtain infor- 
mation about spectra and length scales of the inhomogeneous flow which was then used as 
input to a computer program. Calculations were made, using performance characteristics of 
the JT9D high pressure turbine, to predict the indirect combustion noise that would be 
generated in a JT9D engine equipped with the experimental combustors. Details of the 
mathematical model used in the calculations are given in an Appendix to this report. 
It was found that the fluctuating temperature levels in one of the two combustors evaluated 
were appreciably higher than previously experienced with other, production engine combus- 
tors. Despite the high temperature fluctuations in this combustor calculated values of in- 
direct combustion noise were on the order of 10 dB lower than total core engine noise levels 
measured on a variety of engines and predicted by the previously referenced equation used 
in correlating internal pressure measurements. Therefore, it is expected that illdirect com- 
bustion noise will not be significant in engines such as the JT9D operating with the experi- 
mental clean combustors tested in this program. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
As aircraft powerplant noise sources from the fan, jet, and turbine are reduced through 
improved engine design and use of sound-absorbing treatment, noise generated by the com- 
bustor could emerge as a significant limitation to  further reductions. Compared to  other 
powerplant noise sources, relatively little is known about combustion-generated noise. 
Noise measurements using combustor rigs have the advantage of allowing studies of the 
effects of varying operating parameters in a more independent manner than can be obtained 
in full scale engines. The NASA Experimental Clean Combustor Program involved emis- 
sions and perforrllance tests on a variety of experimental combustors designed for reduced 
emission advanced CTOL aircraft engines. This program, conducted on a burner rig test 
stand, provided the opportunity to  take internal measurements of the noise characteristics 
of several advanced combustor designs over a range of operating conditions. 
In Phase I of the program internal pressure measurements were taken on several combustors, 
and partial results were reported in Reference 1. During Pilase I1 these data and further 
data on two other combustors were studied in greater detail. The objectives of this e f f ~ r t  
were to  determil!. whether the internally measured noise varied with operating parameters 
in a manner similar to  the predicted farfield noise, w'lether the internally measured noise 
levels were reasonably consistent with farfield noise . iformation, and whether there were 
significant differences in the internal noise characteristics of different experimental com- 
bustors. 
A second typc of investigation was also conducted during Phase 11, which involved measure- 
ments of burner discharge temperature fluctuations. The purpose of this effort was to use 
these rneasurements to  calculate and evaluate the significance of indirect combustion noise 
that wodd be produced by the interaction of the temperature inhomogeneities with a JT9D 
high pressure turbine. 
3. COMBUSTOR EQUIPMENT ANC TEST FACILITIES 
During Phase I of the NASA Experimental Clean Combustor Program internal pressure data 
were taken during emissions tests on ten burner configurations which involved variations of 
three basic combustor types. Detailed descriptions are given in the ECCP Phase I Final Re- 
port, NASACR-134736, Ref. 3. In the Noiw; Addendum to  Phase I1 both internal pressure 
and combustor exit temperature f luc tua t i~r~s  were measured o n  two configurations, de- 
signated as H-6 and S-23, the features of which are described fully in the Phase I1 Final 
Report, NASA-CR-134969, Ref. 4. Thc principal design features of all the basic combustor 
types studied in the Noise Addendum are summarized below: 
Swirl-Can Combustor (N-Series) 
The swirlcan modular combusior design utilizes concepts developed by the NASA Lewis 
Research Center. This combustor incorporates a carburetor module array of 40  swirl cans 
in each of three circumferelitial rows, on a full annular basis. Each module is constructed 
with three major compor.ents: a carburetor, swirler, and flame stabilizer. The baseline con- 
figuration is shown in Figure la.  Fuel is supplied to  the modules through injection tubes 
centered in the carburetor-cans. The fuel-air mixture passes through the swirlers and is then 
burned. Dilution air enters the combustion chamber around hexagon shaped flame stabilizers. 
Fuel is staged to !he outer row of carburetor cans at idle and to  all the swirl cans at higher 
power. 
Six SwirlCan Combustor configurations were evaluated during this program. These -re 
listed in ?'able I and described briefly in the sketches presected in Figures I b and lc. lod- 
ificaticns were confined to diffuser inserts, in an attempt to provide more uniform dif~user  
flow, and carburetor module changes to alter flameholding characteristics and carburetor 
fuel-air ratio. In one modification, configuration N-1 1 ,  inner and outer l i e r  dilution holes 
were provided. 
Staged Prcvnis Combtator (P-Series) 
The design of the Staged Premix Cambustor is based on  previous single and two-stage pre- 
mix combustor developments conducted at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Figure 2a presents the 
baseline design involving use of two coni~ust ion zones, denoted as pilot and main. Each 
zone has a separate fuel injector array, premix passage, flameholder, and combustion volume, 
as may be seen in Figure Za. .Two zones are employed with the intent to facilitate emission 
control over the range of engine operation more readily than can be accomplished with a 
single zone combustor. The pilot zone is sized to accommodate all heat release for idie 
operation and is designed for optimum emission control at idle. With appropriate fuel man- 
agcrnent the combination of both p lo t  and main systems can be optimized for the high 
power operating regime. 
Two configurations of the basic Staged Premix Combustor were tested in Phase I as indi- 
cated in Table I. Both incorporated slotted pilot and main flameholders, as shown in 
Figure 2b with no l i n ~ r  dilution air. This produced a very lean bulk premix passage equiva- 
lence ratio. Configuration P-8 additionally incorporated 2X main zone fuel source density. 
TABLE l 
COMBUSTOR DESIGN MODIFICATIONS EVALUATED 
IN ACOUSTICAL PROGRAM 
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Diffuser Screen; 1.27 cm recessed 
swirlers 
Hvbrid Combustor (Phase /I) 
"V"gutter mp; non-recea: : swirlers 
H-6 
Diffuser screen; outer swirler flame- 
holder design. 
Diffuser screen; reduced swirl can air. 
Diffuser screen; ID and OD dilution 
air. 
Diffuser screen; outer swirler flame- 
holder design; pressure atomizing 
n,?zzles. 
No dilution air; slotted flameholders 
pilot and main. 
No dilutian air; slotted flameliolders 
pilot and enin; 2X main fuel nozzlt-s. 
No diltition air; high flow main 
swirlers; pressure atomized pilot fuel 
nozzles. 
15 percent pilot switlers blockage; main 
furl nozzles aimed downstream. 
Ressure atomized pilot nozzles with .IT9D-70 
swirlers; reduced main zone swirler airflow; 
increased pilot volume; dilutic r air in both 
pilot and main zones. 
Ressure atomized hollow cone primary 
nozzles; main zone swirler airflow increased 
40%; no dilution air. 
Figure ~ e f . 1  
lb ,  l c  
lb ,  l c  
lb ,  l c  
Swirl Vorbix Cbnrbustor (SSkriies) 
The Swirl Vorbix (Vortex Burning and Mixing) Combustor also employs two combustion 
subsystems, as shown in Figure 3. The pilot zone is a conventional swirl stabilized, direct 
fuel injection design and is sized to  provide all heat release a t  high efficiency during idle opera- 
tion. At higher power conditions, main zone fuel is introduced through fuel injectors located 
downstream of the pilot combustion zone. Main combustion and dilution air is introduced 
into the main burning zone through 60 swirlers located on each side of  the combustor (on 
an annular basis). The hot exhaust product - fuel vapor mixture is entrained by the swirling 
air jets and partial plemixing occurs prior t o  auto ignition of  the main zone fuel. The main 
combustion process, in which most of the file1 is consumed at  high power conditions, pro- 
ceeds rapidly at the interface between these jets and the surrounding fuel rich pilot jet mixture. 
Two corlfigurations of  the Swirl Vorbix Combustor were evaluated in Phase I, S-8 and S-9. 
Configuration S-8 differed from the baseline design in that pressure atomizing fuel nozzles 
were substituted for the aerating pilot zone nozzles, and large swirlers were installed at the 
main throat location. Th:x had somewhat more than twice the effective flow area of the 
baseline swirlers, and necessitated the elimination of all aft liner dilution holes in order to 
maintain pressure drop. S-9 incorporated pilot swirler blockage rings to increase pilot zone 
equivalence ratio, and modified the orientation of  the main fuel injectors. The downstream 
injection of main fuel was intended to minimize combustion prior t o  mixing with the main 
swirler airflow. 
Swirl Vorbk Combustor S-23 (Phase III 
The basic Swirl Vorbix Combustor design used in the Phase I1 program (S-1 1) differed from 
the configuration evolved during Phase I in that the length o f  the pilot burner was increased 
by 3.8 cm (1.5 inch), while the main burner kngth was reduced by this amount. These 
changes were made to improve emissions characteristics. The specific model on  which ac- 
oustic tests were conducted, S-23, differed from the basic Phase I1 Swirl Vorbiv design in 
using JT9D-70 pilot swirlers and having reduced main burner swirler flow. The pilot zone 
vt)lume was increased about 30 percent, and dilution air was added to  both pilot and main 
zones. The basic Phase 11 design featul-es are 11!ustrated in Figures 4a, b, and c. Additional 
details applicable to configuration S-23 are shown in Figure 5. and a more extensive descrip- 
tion is found in the companion main ECCP Finai Report NASA CR-134979, Ref. 4. 
Hybrid Cbmbustor H-6 (Phase III 
The specific Hybrid Combustor, H-6, o n  which noise data were acquired in Phase i I  was a 
modificat~on of the bas~c Hybrid Combustor, H-I, shown in Figures 6a and 6b. The com- 
bustor employs two burning zones that are separated radially and axially. The design basis 
for each zone evolved from two potentially good concepts for liigh and low power emission 
control that were developed in Phase I. The pilot zone duplicates the geometry of the Premix 
Combustor P-3 pilot which exceeded the low power emission goals in Phase I. The main burn- 
e r  zone design was based on the Swirl Comb~lstor N-9, which demonstrated significant reduc- 
tions in high power emissions reduction. 
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Fuel is introduced into the pilot premix passage through thirty pressure-atomizing fuel inject- 
ors (on a full annular basis), where it mixes with air and is partially vaporized. This mixture 
then passes through Iloles in the flameholder into the pilot combustion zone. The main burn- 
er zone has an arrangement of concentric, counter-rotating swirlers, located downstream and 
displaced radially from the pilot zone. Fuel enters through low pressure drop injectors in the 
center of the swirlers. 
The specific Hybrid Combustor, H-6, evaluated for noise characteristics in Phase 11 incorpor- 
ated modifications that increased the outer swirler airflow about 40 percent and blocked the 
inner liner dilution air. Details of this configuration are shown in Figure 7. 
Tesi Facility and Combustor Rigs 
The CI mbustor noise tests were ccnducted on X903 stand, a high pressure combustion com- 
ponen t test facility located at  the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Experimental Test Department, 
h.liddletown, Conn. This facility was fully equipped with the necessary inlet ducting, exhaust 
ducting, controls and instrumentation for conducting component tests at simulated engine 
operating conditions. For testing, the combustor test rig containing the combustor was instal- 
led at the inlet and outlet flanges of the test stand ducting. Heated non-vitiated compressed 
air was supplied to the test rig and the discharge pressure was controlled by valves in the ex- 
haust ducting, allowing operation over a range of test conditions. 
Different complete 90 degree sector combustor rigs were fabricated for use in this program. 
A JT9D-7 engine diffuserlburner case was sectioned to provide the same strut orie;-tation in 
all rigs. Each case was modified to provide the fuel support pads and instrumentation bosses 
requircd by thc particular combustor design. Stand duct work and flanges wen: also fabricated 
to mate the rig to the facility. A schematic diagram of the test rig, showing the location of 
the performance instrumentation is given in Figure 8, together with a diagram of the overall 
test facility. 
Instrumentation was provided t o  measure the variables required l o  determine combustor per- 
formance, such as air flow, fuel flow, fuel temperature, static pressure and total temperature 
at the combustor inlet, and total temperature and pressure of the gases at the exhaust of the 
combustor. Results of these measurements were used in correl~ting noise with operating 
parameters. 
4. ACOUSTICS INSTRUMENTATION AND TEST PROCEDURE 
Ressure Measurements 
Combustor internal pressure measurements were made using Kistler Model 603AI dynamic 
pressure transducers. The transducers were installed in Kistler water cooling jackets, model 
616M135, in order to protect the transducer from the extreme temperatures. The transducer 
installation is shown schematically in Figure 9. Additionally, in Phase I an inlet transducer 
was located on the ID wall of the combustor inlet duct,0.299m upstream of the diffuser case 
forward mounting flange. 
The sidewall combustion compartment transducers were located in the same relative locations 
in all combustor configurations. The locations were in the combustor sector sideplates, cen- 
tered radially approximately 0.0859m forward of the combustor rear mount flange. Details 
of the combustor sidewall transducer installation are shown in Figure 10. Due to procedures 
required for installing the combustion compartment transducers, it was necessary to install 
them as the coinbustor was being assembled. This required at least two separate sets of 
transducers allowing one combustor to be built up while another was at test. 
Use of  the pressure transducers requires determination of two different characteristics: (1) 
sensitivity and (2) frequency response. "Sensitivity" is the output voltage per unit sinusoidal 
input pressure at a fixed reference frequency. "Frequency response" is the relative change in 
output voltage as the frequency of a constant amplitude input pressure is wried. During 
Phase I it was dt!ermined (Ref. 1) that the frequency response was essentially constant over 
the range 30 to  5iW0 Hz. Small deviations were noted for some of the transducers and were 
applied in the data reduction procedure. In Phase I1 for tests of Configurations H 6  and S23 
it was decided that these corrections were sufficiently small to  ignore. 
The transducer sensitivity was determined by use of a system involving a pressure source pis- 
tonphone, the calibration of which is traceable to NBS standards (Ref. I ) ,  a previouslycalibra- 
ted reference transducer, and the subject transducer. Both transducers employ charge ampli- 
fiers in the system. The reference transducer and charge amplifier system (NBS traceable) is 
subjected to  the pistonphone output, operating at  a sound pressure level of 170 dB and a 
frequency of 15 Hz, and the system output noted. The reference transducer-charge amplifier 
system is then removed from tne pistonphone assembly and replaced by the particular Kistler- 
amplifier being calibrated. By setting and locking the subject charge amplifier gain to produce 
the output voltage recorded for the reference system, sensitivity of the subject transducer- 
amplifier is set equal to  standard. No further correction procedures are required in data acqui- 
sition of data reduction. After completion of testing, the Kistler systems were re-checked 
and were found to be operating properly. 
The data recording system consisted of: 1) the pressure transducers and their power supplies, 
and 2) the signal conditioning and recording equipment, which provided calibration and 
monitoring instrumentation, switching capability, and analog magnetic tape recording capa- 
bility. Recordings were made at a tape speed of 30 inches per second, using the FM mode 
of a Precision Instrument, Model 200 Recorder. Figure 1 1 is a schematic diagram of the data 
recording system. Recording system response calibration signals were provided by a local os- 
cillator and random noise generator. Gain settings established on each channel at the pre- 
amplifier, to obtain optimum signal to  noise recordings. were noted on the recorder log 
sheets and announced on the tape voice channel. 
The data analysis system is shown in Figure 12. The recorded pressure signals were fra, ~ency  
analyzed using a set of 24, one-third octave band fiiters having geometric mean frequencies 
extending from SO Hz to  10K Hz. These filters complied with the filter characteristics recom- 
mended in IEC Publication 225. The system was set up to provide a readout of one-third 
octave levels for each transducer, time averaged over a minimum time period of 30 seconds 
for each operating condition. Following this analysis, the data were stored on digital mag- 
netic tape for input to  the computer. Recording response and transducer frequency response 
corrections were applied to  the data in the computer from 50 Hz to 5K Hz. 
Selected narrow band analyses werc performed o r  4 high speed spectral analysis system pro- 
viding wide-range, high-speed digitization of the narrow band analysis analog data. Resultant 
spectra were stored and averaged in a local memory before being plotted as narrow band 
spectrum plots 
Temperature Measurements 
Through use of fine wire elements, carefully butt-welded at the junction, thermocouples have 
been developed that operate reliably in engine combustor environments, and with electronic 
compensation, will respond to dynamic temperature fluctuations in the stream in the fre- 
quency range from 0 to  1000 Hz. 
In this program, an array of 16 such elements was used to  measure the dynamic temperature 
field of the discharge from two combustor designs. Details of the thermocouple elements are 
described here together with features of the 16element array installation, and the recording, 
playback, and signal processing techniques used in this investigation. 
These Type S thermocouple elements were formed from pairs of .00762 crn (.003 inch) dia- 
meter wires, one of platinum and the other of platinum with 10% rhodium. The junction 
between each wire pair was formed by laser beam butt-welding. The resulting wire element, 
with the weld at midpoint had a span of .23 cm (.09 inch), and was spot welded a t  each end 
to .025 cm (.010 inch) diameter support posts. These posts are .5 1 cm (.2 inch) long stripped 
ends of standard Type S thermocouple wires sheathed with MgO insulation. 
Four such thermocouple elements, spaced 1.08 cm (.425 inches) apart were installed in a 
rake assembly which was installed in the combustor rig to measure temperatures at four 
radial locations in the annular burner discharge station. Figure 13 shows details of the ther- 
mocouple elements and the rake construction, which incorporated a steam cooling jacket for 
increasing the durability of the thermocouple wire insulation and the rake structure itself. 
(The thermocouple element is not affected.) The fine wire elements can survive environmen- 
,d temperatures on the order of 2500 to 3000OF long enough for most test purposes, but are 
subject to the hazards of overtemperature transients during ignition and other changes in 
setting operating points. To guard against such premature failures, the rake assembly was 
fitted with another jacket system t o  provide jets of screening air for the thermocouple ele- 
ments d u ~ g  the setting of rig operating conditions. These jets were arranged to not actually 
impact the wire element but rather t o  act as aerodynamic windscreens by diverting the bur- 
ner efflux 10- away from the ekment. After stabilization of the operating point condi- 
tions the screening air supply was turned off prior t o  taking data. Four such rakes, each 
mounting foui- fme wire thennocouple elements were mounted in the discharge plane of the 
annular cornb~.stion chamber segment. This array is shown in Figure 14. The circumferential 
separati. In kt ween elements on adjacent rakes varied between about 7 to  8 times the 1.08 cm 
radial mpar. I: 'on. 
Details of the heat transfer characteristics that determine the dynamic response function of 
these thermocouples may be found in References 9 and 10. Very briefly, the wire element 
acts as a low frequency bandpas filter for harmonic components of the unsteady input tem- 
perature. The "cutoff frequency" depends upon local steadystate heat transfer characteris- 
tics oi'the wi: :/gas system and in practice has t o  be determined (usually in terms of the cor- 
respcnding ' k e  constant") for each operating point. Roughly, the basic wire cutoff freq- 
uency is very 'ow - on the order of 10 Hz. Above this frequency the output voltage response 
drops at a rdtc approaching 6 dB per octave. To obtain information on temperature fluctua- 
tions b.:yond about 10 Hz, electrical compensation must be provided. From previous 
experience a frequency range of zero to 1000 Hz was selected as providing a balance between 
true tenrperat1.m fluctuation information and tmwanted amplification of electrical system 
noise. Compensating amplifiers have been developed with the properties of balancing the 6 
dB per octave drop above tk-: bare wire cutoff frequency with a transfer function such that 
the overal: system frequency range is extended by a factor of about 100. At high frequencies 
the overai, system response (including the compensating amplifiers) falls at a rate approaching 
12 dB per octave. In use, the network has an adjustment which must be set to the wire time 
constant ii \ order that compensation ;:arts at the correct frequency. This time constant is 
determine(. by making a simple calculation involving knowledge of the steady state gas pro- 
perties at t t \e  operating point. Figure 15-a is a diagramatic representation of the thermo- 
couple and compensating awr.l;fier system. Figure 15-b gives the voltage frequency response 
characteristic cf the overah ,ystem, and also shows a sample uncompensated thermocouple 
response. '!'he :;ystem "cutoff' frequency, fc, (defmed as that frequency for which the com- 
bined system response is down 6 dB) in the response function expression has been set from 
previous experience at 1000 Hz. (While it might appear desirable to modify the network to  
provide still higher frequency range, such an alteration would have the effect of amplifying 
unwanted electronic system noise; the cutoff frequency of 100 Hz has been fixed on the 
basis of considerabie development ,>xperience with these instrumentation systems.) 
In tests employing relatively few thermocouples, each thermocouple is provided with a com- 
pensating amplifier in the dpe recording data acquisition process. However, because this 
test program used a lalgc (1 6) number of thermocouples, an adequate number of compen- 
sating network cc,ld not be provided for recording. Instead, the ui~compensated signals 
were amplified :A..J recorded directly, using the Precision Instrument FM tape recorder pre- 
viously descrildd in connection with the pressure transducer signals. (The 40 dB dynamic 
range oft!  tape recorder allows valid recording to be made without use of compensating 
ampliE,*rs.) Two records were taken at each operating point, selecting the pressure trans- 
ducers and some ot'the ther:mocouples for one record and the remaining inputs for the 
second recording. 
During playback o f  the thermocouple information, either one or  two compensating ampli- 
fiers were inserted between the tape recorder and the signal analyzer. Two essentially dif- 
ferent types o f  signal processing were used for the thennocouple information. One-third 
octave band voltage spectra were obtained using a single compensating amplifier and the pre- 
viously described wave analyzer. Values of  overall root mean square voltage fluctuation were 
obtained from a B&K 2425 true rms voltmeter. To obtain the corresponding ms temperature 
fluctuation the ASTM Staz lard Temperature-Electromotive Force Tables for Thermocouples, 
E-230-:2 were employed. 
The table for type Sthermocouples was entered at the mean steady state discharge tempera- 
ture of  the operating point. The local sensitivity computed from the table at this point, 
when multiplied by the rms voltage fluctuations, gave the corresponding rms temperature 
fluctuation. This sensitivity was essentially constant over the test operating range with an 
average value of about 0. IS degrees Fahrenheit per microvolt. 
The other mode of  signal processing involved correlation, using a Saicor Model 43A correla- 
tor. For autocorrelation of  selected thermocouple signals a single compensating amplifier 
was inserted between the tape recorder and the correlator. For cross correlation analysis of 
selected pairs of thermocouple elements two compensators were provided. The purpose of 
the correlation processing was to  determine axial and transverse length scales of the tempera- 
ture inhomogeneities in the combustor discharge gas stream. Details of how these scales were 
obtained from the correlograms are presented in the Results section of this report. 
Test hocedures 
In Phase I of the program dynamic pressure measurements were taken for the combustors 
operating at simulated idle and takeoff conditions. Corresponding cold flow (fuel off) condi- 
tions were also recorded. In Phase 11, tests on Configuration H-6 also included simulated ap- 
proach operation and the corresponding cold flow point. Tests on Configuration S-23 further 
added operation at climb conditions. Temperature data were taken only during the H-6 and 
S23 tests. 
Combustor performance data were also taken to  provide information for correlating the fluc- 
tuating pressure and temperature information with steady-state performance parameters. 
Measurements were made to  obtain airflow. fuel flow (primary and secondary fuel systems), 
combustor inlet and total static pressure and total temperature, inlet mass flow parameters, 
combustor liner pressure drop, and ideal average combustor exit temperature. 
In Appendix A-l are tabulated those parameters of greatest significance from the standpoint 
of identifying the run conditions and providing a particular correlation between noise and 
combustor performances. These tables arc supplemented by acoustic power level listings 
that are defined in the Results section of this report. They are listed in Appendix A-1 to  
provide a convenient reference Iccation. All points recorded in Phase I1 are given in these 
tables However, detailed analysis of the data acquired in Phase I was limited here to certain 
points for cc  figurations N-8, N-1 1, P-8 and S-8, and consequently only those corresponding 
points are tabulated. Performance parameters for the other tests conducted in Phase I are 
given in Reference 1.  Further details of the construction, performance, and emission features 
of the Pliase I I  configurations may be found in the ECCP Phase 11 Final Report, NASA-C'R- 
134960. 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Because of the significant differences in basic phenomena, measurement systems, and analyti- 
cal procedures, between the internal pressure and combustor exit temperature investigations 
conducted in this program, the presentation and discussion of the results is divided into two 
sections: first, the pressure data, and last, the temperature information. Furthennore, back- 
ground material necessary to  understanding the specific quantified results is presented in 
subsections entitled, "Method of Analysis" which precede the specific "Results" subsections. 
5.1 PRESSURE INFORMATION 
For convenience in discussing the pressure information, the objectives given in the Introduc- 
tion to this report are repeated here: These objectives were to determine the characteristics 
of internally measured noise for a variety of experimenbl combustors and to  note whether 
there were significant differences in the overall noise among the configurations. It was also 
sought to  study how variations in operating parameters affected the noise, and in particular 
to  determine whether this relation could be quantified by a simple expression recommended 
for use in predicting farfield core engine noise. 
5.1.1 Method of Analysis 
Corrected Sound Pressure Levels 
For each set of runs at various degrees of burr :r temperature rise obtained at the same mass 
flow and burner entrance pressure and temperature, a run was made with no burning and is 
referred to  as the corresponding "cold" point. Cold points were obtained for simulated idle, 
approach and takeoff conditions for configuration H6, and in addition, at climb for con- 
figuration S23. By examining a set of spectra for a particular condition, e.g., idle, together 
with the cold point in that set (Appendix A-3) it is evident that the effect of burning on in- 
creasing the noise is generally limited to a frequency range from about 100 to  about 4000 
Hz, and is usually evident over a narrower range. A major portion of the pressure transducer 
signal is due to noise of aerodynamic origin rather than unsteady cotnbustion and does not , 
constitute a valid measure of the process under study. To obtain a better measure of the 
noise associated with burning, therefore, requires that the "as measured" spectra be cor- 
rected in some manner to  de-emphasize the aerodynamic noise contribution. The method 
selected here involved subtracting (logarithmically) the corresponding cold flow spectrum 
from each of the spectra obtained with the burner operating. Further, where necessary, no 
contributions to burner noise were assigned below 125 Hz or  above 4000 Hz. By summing 
(logarithmically) these "corrected" 113 octave band levels in the 125-4000 Hz range, a 
"corrected" overall sound pressure level, OASPL,,,, was obtained. In this manner a single 
number rather than a spectral distribution function could be used as a measure of the corr.- 
bustion noise signal from the transducer and employed in subsequent calculations. The 
uncorrected overall value, OASPL, was also employed in a limited way, as will be described 
presently. Sample spectra, illustrating the correction method are given in Appendix A4 for 
H6 and S23 and 4 configurations selected from Phase I for analysis. 
h w e r  Lewl Chlculation, PWL and PWL, 
Corresponding to values of OASPL and OASPL,,,, the acoustic power levels, PWL and 
PWL,,, were obtained from the logarithmic form of the expression for power: 
P = acou :IC power 
- 
p2 = mean sqwre pressure 
p = fluiddensity 
c = speed of sound 
A = section area 
M = Mach number, 
where all quantities are evaluated in the plane of the transducer, are in mks system units. In 
the calculations A was taken as 4 times the 90 degree rig sector area to obtain representative 
values for a full-scale complete annulus. The Mach number in the plane of the transducers 
was dways less than 0.09 and was therefore ignored since there are much larger ~r~certainties 
in the acoustic power determination as explaiwd below. 
In the mks system a reference PWL of l@12 watts is used. To obtain PYL values in a system 
where l@13 watts is taken as reference (see following section on PWLPKd) 10 dB must be 
added. The following expressions give the acoustic power level (re 1013watts) for the full 
scale engine where Mach number is ignored. A is the 90" sector rig area (the correction to 
the full annulus area is included in the constant), and all units (except PWL as noted above) 
are mks units: 
PWL = 42 + 10 10gA - 10 log pc + OASPL 
PWL,,, = above + OASPL,,, 
Near i.i'cld, Transverse Modes, artd Transntission Effects 
The preceeding equation for acoustic power is correct only when tkc dcoustic particle velocity 
and pressure are in phase, and when the dii-ection of wave propagation is locally normal to 
the eicment of surface, A. Both restrictions are necessarily violated in the very near field of 
a source distribution such as was the case with the transducer measurements in this program. 
For a discrete frequency or band-limited coherent wave structure, if the particle velocity, u, 
could be determined, the quantity 7 l p c  should be replaced by p COP @ when 
- 
9 is the phase angle between pressure and particle velocity. Therefore, by employing ~ * / p c  
t o  compute "power" the effect of phase angle, cos #, or "power factor" is necessarily sup- 
pressed. For this reason i t  can be seen that the values of "power" as computed here must be 
higher than would be measured at some distance from the source region, where the acoustic 
pressure and particle velocity are actually in phase. Due t o  the construction of  the burner 
test rig it was impossible t o  position microphones downstream of the combustor in a region 
where they would not be impacted by disturbed flow o r  subjected to other undesirable side 
effects. 
These limitations should not be construed as an argument against the use of  combustion 
chamber pressure transducers, for in an engine there is no other location available for internal 
measurements that is free from equivalent complications. It would be highly desirable, how- 
ever, in future combustion noise experiments to provide the test apparatus with a downstream 
duct location sufficiently far from the combustor so that near field effects could be avoided 
and such that flow, valve, and vibration noise effects were minimal. This location would be 
used t o  obtain true acoustic power measurements which in turn could be used t o  correlate 
with the combustion chamber readings. 
Another limitation of the data (which would also apply to  a downstream duct location free 
from the above mentioned near field effects) is that one or  two transducers in general cannot 
adequately define the acoustic field structure in a duct whethcr they are close to  or  well 
separated from the source region. Under conditions where I"requei1cy is low enough such that 
only the plane wave can propagate, a single transducer can define the field (if there are no 
end-reflections). However, where the range of frequencies is such that higher transverse duct 
modes are above cutoff, the acoustic pressure distribution in a transverse plane of  the duct 
will not be uniform (as it is for the plane wave only). In such cases a plurality o f  transducers 
must be employed in an array and their outputs must be specially processed in order that the 
mode structure an2 power flux can be computed properly. The dimensions of the test com- 
bustors used in this pragram aild the general temperature range of operation were such that 
the first transverse mode could propagate for frequencies greater than about 500 Hz. There- 
fore, in addition to the near field effects described previously, the presence of transverse duct 
modes makes the estimation of acoustic power by m e a s  one o r  two transducers subject to 
errors of uncertain magnitude. 
- 
The expression P = p2 Alpc, used here to calculate power, is known to overestimate the 
true farfield power due to both near field effects and the presence of transverse modes. The 
near field "power factor" effect has been explained. It can also be shown that a transverse 
mode (in a rectangular duct) may be synthesized by a pair of plane wave trains propagating 
at an angle, 0, with respect to the duct axis. If the duct cross section area, A is used, the 
power flux through t h i s s e a  will involve the component of the inclined wave intensit ;long 
the duct axis or P, = ( p i  .4/pc) cos 0, where the m-subscript refers to a particular trans- 
verse mode. Since the calculation of "power" in this program has had to be based on assuming 
both power factor and direction cosines to be unity, the values thus obtained will be over- 
estimates of the correct figures. In an engine, due to the effects of passage through the turbine 
stages, stream turbulence, aiid terminal nozzle impedance, not all of the "true" combustion 
acoustic power is radiated to  the far field. These internal losses are a third causc for the 
"power" as obtained from the internal transducer readings to overestimate the combustion 
acoustic power that will, in fact, radiate t o  the far field. 
Aerodynamic Noise Check Procedure 
In the above section dealing with corrected sound pressure levels it was stated that the 
trcnsducer signal spectra indicated significant contributions from aerodynamic noise. (When 
the burner was ignited, only certain third-octave band levels increased .) For verification steps 
were taken to  determine if: (1) the overall power level, PWL, could vary with rig operating 
conditions in a way that was consistent with an aerodynamic noise source; and (2) that the 
corrected power level, PWL,,,, had in fact been freed from this influence. 
Noise of aerodynamic origin may be characterized in the far field by a super-position of  
source distributions that are referred to  as monopole, dipole, and quadrupole in behavior. 
If one of these source distributions dominates, the far field acoustic power will vary as the 
stream velocity raised to an exponent that is 4 for a monopole distribution, 6 for dipoles, and 
8 for a quadrupole source field. However, regardless of the far field behavior, the pressure 
fluctuations in the near field of any aerodynamically generated noise will vary as pv2 where 
V is a characteristic mean velocity. 
The "power" P, calculated from the square of  the near field pressure, is thus proportional t o  
p 2 ~ 4 .  Therefore, in logarithmic units, this overall power level, PWL, will equal 4 (10 log v) 
+ 20 log p + a reference constant if the source is aerodynamic. 
When the quantity (PWL - 20 log p) is plotted against 10 log V a line with a slope of 4 results. 
Hence i f  a plot of thesc variables is made for a set of test points, and a line with slope of 4 
results, there is strong evidence that the pressure transducer is sensing the near field of an 
aerodynamic source distribution, rather than (as is desired in this program) noise generated 
by unsteady combustion. Accordingly, to test whether PWL was possibly dominated by 
flow noise, and especially to confirm that the procedure for computing the "corrected" 
quantity, PWLCor had removed this influence, plots of the type described were made for tests 
conducted on Configwitions I16 and S23 using average values of stream density and velocity 
in the discharge plane of the  omb bust or, station 5. This information is presented at the be- 
ginning of the "Results" subsection below. 
Corrslalbr? o f'frc~ssrrrc~ h'itl~ Rig Ol~eralirtg Pararnetcrs 
For several reasons, listed below, the task of correlating the internally-measured pressure 
fluctuations with rig operating parameters was performed by employing equatior i?) of 
Reference 2, "NASA TMX-71627, Interim Prediction Method for Low Frequency Core En- 
gine Noise". When the quantities in the referenced equation are cxpessed in the notation 
used here, I;q. (9) becomes: 
2 
p4 To 1 PWL,,, = 56.5 + 10 log Wa [(TS - T 4 )  
where PWL,, = overall far-field acoustic power level, dB re watts 
wa = engine airflow (Ibmls) 
T = Total temperature (OR) 
P = Total pressure (lb/ft2 ) 
Station 0 = atmospheric 
4 = combustor inlet 
5 = combustor exit 
In the rig tests, a 90  degree sector of the annular combustor was used, so to obtain corres- 
ponding engine predictions 6 dB should be added if rig airflow is used, making the constant 
62.5 instead of  56.5. 
The method used here for correlating measurements with operating parameters consisted of  
computing PWLpred (called predicted power level) for the operating points and mmparing 
the measured and predicted power levels. As previously explained, measured power eniployed 
a correction for cold flow noise, and the resulting quantity is called PWLco,. 
The expression for PWLprcd as a correlator function for the internal pressure measurements 
was selected for these reasons: 
1. Eq. 9 is reported (Ref. 2) to  d o  a p o d  job of predicting far field low frequency 
core engine noise. The constant differs by 16 dB depending on engine type (e.g., 
turbojet, turbofan, turboprop) but not with engine size. 
2. Item 1 is an important reason for determining whether this equation (with a dif- 
ferent constant) also is a good predictor of combustion noise measured internally. 
3. Eq. 9 has the virtue of being simple to  use. 
For the above reasons, the combination of rig operating parameters given in Reference Eq. 9 
was used as the basis for correlating noise. The mechanics of performing this correlation 
was extremely simyle: at each operating point, PWldpred was calculated by ibis cquation and 
used as the abscissa of a point having ordinate given by (measured) PWL,,,. If the resulting 
plot of PWL,,, vs PWLp,, scatters about a line with slope of unity. PWL is a grod pre- 
dictor or "correlator*' or the measured power. To evaluate the degree o!"~oodness1' the 
standard error of estimate (standard deviation using N-2 degrees of  freedom) was obtained 
and compared with the corresponding deviation of the data points from a horizontal line 
through the centroid. The latter quantity is a measure of the null hypothesis - - that the 
measured quantity PWL,, does not depecd on PWLpred. 
6.1.2 Results 
The following results were obtained hy applying the above procedures to the data: 
Ressurt! Data Presentations 
Pressure data tabulations and plots for tests conducted on configurations H6 and S23 are 
presented in Appendix A, and corresponding information for the configurations tested in 
Phase I is contained in Reference 1. Appendix A-1 tabulates the ECCP rig aerodynamic per- 
formance data and may be used to identify the operating conditions corresponding to the 
point numbers for which acoustic data were taken. In Appendix A2 are found tabulations of  
113-octave band and overall sound pressure levels for both left and right hand side transducers. 
Machine-generated plots of  113 octave band spectra for the right hand side transducer are 
contained in Appendix A-3. No plots are given for the left-hand transducer because this in- 
formation was not used in the subsequent analysis. Although there was not evidence of 
transducer malfunction during the recording of data for tests on H6 and S23, nor during post- 
test calibration, examination of the tabulated and plotted spectral information showed serious 
discrepancies at several operating conditions between the two microphone spectra. Order of 
magnitude studies were made of possible extraneous transducer response to  vibration, heat 
fluctuations, aerodynamic noise and local flow impact noise. Based on these studies it ap- 
peared that the left microphone frequently indicated levels that were inconsistent with changes 
in rig operating conditions, and was probably more affected by local aerodynamic noise effects 
than the right hand transducer. 
xerodynamic Noire Cnecks 
Estimation of possible microphone signal domination by aerodynamic noise sources rather 
than combustion noise was performed for configurations H6 and S23 by computing overall 
power level corrected for density, obtained by subtracting 20 log pS from PWL, and plotting 
the result versus 10 log Vs. Figures 16 and 17 present this information. Least squares fits 
give tines with slopes of 4.1 for H6 and 0.7 for S23, as shown on the figures. The slope for 
H6 is uncomfortably close to 4, indicating probablp response to  noise of aerodynamic origin. 
Spectra for H6 compared with cold flow spectra show that the high frequency portions 
(above 4 K  Hz) are generally similar and of large amplitude, confirming that the overall sound 
pressure level (from which PWL is obtained) is a poor measure of noise due to unsteady bum- 
ing. In spectra for configuration S23 the influence of burning predominates over a wide freq- 
uency range, accounting for lack of v4 dependence. 
Therefore, overall power level as such cannot be used with confidence as a measure of com- 
bustion noise, and a correction procedure must be applied. The procedure used here to  ob- 
tain a corrected power 'evel, PWL,,,, involved logarithmically subtracting the cold flow noise 
spectrum from the spectra obtained with burning at common values of combustor mass flow 
and entrance p::ssure and temperature and truncating the result at 4K Hz. When this cor- 
rected value, PWL,,,, is used instead of PWL the results are shown in Figures 18 and 19. 
Slopes of the least squares lines of 5.7 and 2.9 for H6 and S23 suggest that aerodynamic noise 
has been eliminated as a dominant influence. 
Alternative procedures exist for emphasizing the combustion noise component of the internal 
transducer signal. In full scale engines rather than rig tests no  cold flow data acquisitioll is 
possible. There is sufficient general evidence in the combustion noise field that noise due to  
unsteady burning is limited to  relatively low frequencies. Therefore if the spectra are arbitrarily 
truncated at an upper frequency limit such as the 4K Hz employed here the combustion 
noise contribution will be emphasized. 
Configuration H6 Results 
As described in the subsection on method of analysis, study of the relation of combustion 
noise to rig operating parameters was confined to  a particular function of the parameters de- 
fined by Eq. 9 of TMX-71627. Values of acoustic power predicted by this equation, called 
PWL , were computed for each operating condition and used as the x-coordinate of  a 
poinf idhe corresponding y-coordinate being PWL,,,, obtained from pressure transducer mea- 
surement. 
If the points thus obtained define a line with slope of unity, Eq. 9 is established as a perfect 
predictor of internally measured acoustic power. The standard deviation or standard error 
of measurement of the actual set of data points is a measure of systematic or random de- 
viations from this predictor, large values indiczting poor correlations. To provide a reference 
value against which this deviation can be compared the standaru deviations from a horizontal 
line through the centroid of the set of points may be used. This procedure is comparable to 
testing the "null hypothesis" that measured noise is completely uncorrel2ted with the con)- 
bination of operating parameters given by PWL,,,, . 
Figure 20 shows values of PWL,,, versus PWLpred for the 15 operating conditions tested. 
Lines with unity and zero slopes are drawn thru the centroid of the distribution. Standard 
error of estimates for the data with respect to Eq. 9 predictor is 2.75 dB (and 4 dB for the 
flat line), indicating that Eq. 9 is a reasonably good predictor, 95% of the data falling within 
25.5 dB of the predicted values. It is worth noting that the constant difference, about 16 dB, 
between the slope 1 line through the data and the line through (0,O) is compatible with near 
field and far field differences and to  reported differences in the constant among far field data 
for different engine types (Reference 2). 
Limited tests in Phase I indicated that once the burner was ignited at an operating pressure, 
temperature and flow, changes in temperature rise seemed to have small effects on the spectra. 
'Ihis observation suggested the possibility that noise might correlate better with a parameter 
in which the temperature rise was suppressed. Accordingly, a quantity called LbAPWLpred" 
was computed which simply omitted the 20 log AT term. Data for H6 were plotted against 
this parameter, as shown in Figure 21. This figure makes clear that APWL,,,, is a poor 
predictor of measured noise compared to PWL,,,, . 
To determine if the scatter of the data of Figure 20 could be reduced, the poiits were 
segregated into groups corresponding to runs at simulated idle, approach and takeoff con- 
ditions. Figure 22 shows that the idle data simply scatter about +2 dB around a constant 
level as the burner exit temperature is increased by burning richer mixtures. Clearly PWLpred 
fails completely t o  describe this behavior. 
The approach condition data, Figure 23, have bee9 divided into 3 groups as indicated by the 
broken lines. The three points on the line with slope of ur.;ty correspond t o  increasing fuel 
air mixtures, using only the secondary nozzle fuel system. Two points falling on  an essentially 
horizontal line were obtained by supplying all fuel through the primary nozzle system. Corn- 
pleting this picture, the verticg! line connects two points that were obtained with both fuel 
systems operating; the lower point corresponding t o  supplying 35 percent of  the fuel through 
the primary system, and the upper poist representing a 5 0  percent fuel spht. Taken together, 
these results indicate that the details of how fuel is supplied t o  the burner inay have an im- 
pcrtant effect on the noise. These details which presumzbly affect the time derivative o f  the 
heat release rate, should on physical grounds be of significance. By the same reasoning it 
cannot be expected that a simple prediction formula which is a function entirely of steady- 
state parameters can account for such varrations. 
The observation that lower noise levels were observed at approach for configuration H6 by 
exclusive use of the secondqry fuel system should not be generalized without having a deeper 
understanding of the unsteady burning process. For example the data in the cluster at takeoff 
power, Figure 24, ~ z r e  recorded with a fuel distribution varying between about 10  and 35 
percent primary to  total flow, and if plotted against percent primary flow indicate more 
scatter than a trend. Despite the need for caution, it i~ difficult t o  avoid spectulating that a 
special in-flight fuel system selection for use in terminal approach might be developed t o  offer 
a measure of combustion noise reduction capability. 
The takeoff data, plotted in Figure 24, were taken in such a way that there was very little 
variation in temperature rise. Most of the points represent different fuel n~anagement pro- 
cedures. Therefore the takeoff data by themselves, as presented itl Figure 24, do not pro- 
vide a good basis far evaluating PWLpmd. 
Summarizing, for configuration H6, Eq. 9 of TMX 7 1627 is a reasonably good predictor of 
the overall variation with operating parameters of internally measured noise "power". More 
detailed investigation showed that at some conditions the fuel management split produced 
noise variations that were not pretitcted by Eq. 9. In addition the acoustic "power" calcu- 
lated from the internal, near field pressure transducers is on the order o f  16 dB Iiigher than 
?he predictions for far field power, a difference which is not unreasonable to expert between 
internal near field and far field quantities. 
Configuration S23 R~~sults 
Results for tests on S23, which included runs at simulated idle, approach, climb, and takeoff 
conditions, may be described briefly as similar to  those just described for configuration H6. 
A plot including all data of PWL,,, vs PWLpred, Figure 2 5 ,  shows reasonably good correla- 
tion, the standard error of estimate being 2.4 dB as compared to a deviation of 3.1 dB from 
a horizontal line through the centroid. PWL,, averages about ! 2.6 higher than the far field 
PWLp,,,* Suppression of the temperature rise efp:ct in predicting APWLpred . Figure 26 ,  
rcsul s ~n somewhat better correlation than obtained in H6, but offers no advantage over use 
of the more straightforward quantity PWLprcd. 
Breakout of the data for idle, approach, etc. conditions is not as revealing as was the case for 
H6. In the idle data plot, Fiure 27, the trend determined by the ptir of right hand points is 
violated by the extreme let? hand point. Examination of the spectnun at this point, in com- 
puison with the idle cold flow spectrum indicates a very slight noise incruse with burning, 
making calculation of PWL,, relatively unreliable. This point, being dominated by serody- 
namic noise should probably be discarded, in which case the two remaining points indicate 
good correlation between predicted m d  measured power. 
The approach condition data, Figure 28, do not span a sufficient range of either PWL or 
PWL_ t o  establish information about conformity with or departures from p r e d i c t e d c  
havior. Attempts to relate P W L ,  to fuel management, as was done for H6 are of question- 
able value due to  the small range of PWL,. 
Three points at different fuel- :.r ratios for the climb condition, Figure 29, show no variation 
as burner temperature rise is increased, although the change in the prediction parameter 
(about 1.5 dB) is probably too small to aUow givini: much significance to this observation. 
At takeoff, Figure 30, the three data points spread out in both coordinates sufficiently well 
to  allow observing that a slope I line would give a much better fit than a null effect or  hori- 
zontal line. 
A general summary relating to test results far configuration S23 is that, as with H6, PWL 
,-re' is a reasonably good predictor of the overall variation of noise with operating characterisflcs 
The average difference between internally measured "power" and predicted far field power 
is a b o ~ t  12.6 dB. Based on the data for the particular test points that were run, no infonna- 
tion is available about the effects of other vari3hlcs, suclb :a filcl systcms management. 
These configurations were tested in Phase i of the ECCP program at simulated idle and take- 
off condition only. Comments about the spectral characteristics of the internal pressure 
transducer signals are given in Reference 1. 
Since the detailed testing and analysis performed for configurations H6 and S23 and reported 
immediately above have disclosed the general confornlity of data trends with predictions 
and also possible departures therefrom, the current analysis of the Phase I data was limited 
to obtaining sample results. Specifically the four configurations listed above were sele~ted 
from the Phase I program, and for each of these one idle point and one takeoff point were 
used in calculating power levels. The test points were selected to obtain comparable values 
of PWL,, among the configurations at idle and compardble values at takeoff conditions. 
Power levels for the above data are presented in Figure 31. Despite the fact that only the two 
points for configuration P8 define a line having a slope close to unity, it should not be con- 
cluded that the other three configurations demonstrate systematic departures from applica- 
bility of PWL red as a prediction of variation of PWLCo, with operating parameters. It will 
be wen that t i e  difference in PWLpred from idle to takeoff ' smaller (due to test procedures) 
than was the case for H6 and S23. Further, the plots for ' , , ,~e two configurations (Figures 
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20 and 25) show that due to data scatter, slopes wry much different from unity couM be ob- 
tained by selecting just two points. 
The most significant infonnrtion reverlad in F i i  31 is probably the general diffennces in 
mean levels among the configuntions, an observation that was made in Ref. 1 on the basis of 
examining all the available spectra. These differences arc discused in the next subsection. 
amparison Among Conflgumtiom 
From the relatively large number of data points available for configurations H6 and S23 it has 
already been noted that the variations of PWL, with operating conditions is reasonably well 
predicted by PWLpd. It has just been seen that insufficient data are presented for the other 
four configurations to either support or refute this observation. However, using the 2-point 
mean values for the Phase I configurations, as well as the more reliable mean values for H6 
and S23 it is possible to infer overall level differences among dl the configurations. Table I1 
below gives the differences between corrected (obstmd) power level, PWL, and predicted 
far field values, PW L_, : 
TABLE II 
MEASURED AND PREDICTED POWER LEVEL DIFFERENCES 
Table I! . .ows that the level of PWL,,is significantly higher for all combustors than the far 
field noise predicted by referenced Equation (9). It is also seen that some combustors are 
appreciably quieter than others, assuming that PWL,, derived from internal measurements, 
can be used to rank combustors for far field noise. Thus, while the variation of internal noise 
for a given burner was seen to be reasonably well described by the specific combination of 
operating parameters giving PWLpd, the levels of internal noise are appreciably higher than 























n e s t  results are consistent with the previously discused pmperty of near field measurements 
in producing high estimates of far field noise. Furthermore, while PWL predicts the same 
noise for all combustors at a common operating condition, the m e a s u d  rssults indicate large 
differences among configurations. These differences are hardly surprising, for a simple ex- 
pression involving only steady state parameters that does not account hi some way for a variety 
of combustion chamber designs and fuel system details ignores the aerdhennodynamic de- 
tails that govern the unsteadiness of the heat release rate - - the basic source of combustion 
noise. 
For background information a comparison of one-third octave band sound pressure spectra is 
presented in Figure 32. These spectra, which were used in conputing PWL, , are represen- 
tative of bakeoff conditions for the six configurations uf Table 11 and are the ccrrected spectra 
obtained by subtracting corresponding cold flow spectra from the takeoff point raw spectra. 
It may be noticed that the general decrease in spectrum levels conforms t o  the sequence of 
power levels given in Table 11. An interesting feature is that all spectra contain significant 
energy in the frequency range from about 400 Hz to 2000 Hz, which is appreciably higher 
than the range usually associated with combustion noise. A similar observation applies to 
the spectra at lower power conditions as m ~ y  be inferred from the additional curves in Ap- 
pendix A-3 and those for other configurations tested in the Phase I progam, contained in 
Reference 1. This frequency shift, which amounts to at least a full octave above previous 
data, cannot be attributed solely to  general peculiarities of internally-measured pressure be- 
c a w  these previous data also include results of internal measurements. At this point no 
satisfactory explanation has been evolved to acwunt for tlus result. 
A final pair of curves, Figures 33 and 34 completes the presentation of the pressure data. Al- 
though these figures pertain to data for configurations H-6 and S-23 their introduction has 
been deferred in order to  facilitate presentaticn of results. These curves give for Configura- 
tions H-6 and $23, respectively, plots versus PWL of the uncorrected or raw power levels, 
denoted simply by PWL. It is evident from these R&es that total "power", PWL, uncor- 
rected for flow effects, does not correlate with PWLPed , since the data distribution is best 
described as scattering about an essentially constant value. Without giving statistical infor- 
mation about these distributions, the relatively poor correlation can be furt!ier appreciated 
by comparing these figures with the corresponding plots using corrected power, MVl-,,r. 
Figures 20 and 25. These last curves support the decision to avoid use of raw power level as 
a measure of combustion noise in this program. 
Internal Pressure Measurements and Far Field Combtcstion Noise 
Until a reasonable number of tests of a different type are conducted, the relation of internal 
pressure measurements to far field combustion noise wili remain a matter of speculation. 
Even after correcting the data t o  reduce the influence of aerodynamic noise (using PWL ,I, 
a basic remaining problem is that transducers such as were vsed in this program, being 
positioned directly inside the source volume, measure the so-called hydrodynamic field rather 
than just a propagating acoustic field. In the area of fan and compressor rioise, where the de- 
tails are comparatively well understood, it is known that pressure measurements taken very 
close to the rotating or stationary blades are meaningless as predictors of far field noise. On 
the other hand, measurements taken in the inlet and discharge ducts, at some distance from 
the blade rows can indeed be used to  predict far field results (although the measurement pro- 
cedures and subsequent calculations are quite complicated). 
8 
a .  
These facts suggest that future combustion rig tests should employ transducer arrays in a dis. 
I -: ;. 
i { 
durge duct sufficiently downstream of the zone of combustion so that the resulting measure- 
ments would give information about the propagating acoustic field. Such tests should Plso 
employ combustion chamber transducers, as were used in this program, to determine the de- 
* I  1 1 h 
gree of  correlation between the combustion chamber measurements and the propagating com- i - - 
bustion noise. (In the test arrangement used in the program reported here, it was not possible 1 ? 
to install duct-mounted transducten in a location where reliable measurements could be ob- ' i  
tained, due to the plumbing geometry and control valve locations employed in the cornbus- j i 
tion rig setup.) The objective of such tests would be to determine the degree of reliability of , . . 
combustion chamber measurements systems in predicting far field noise, so that burner rig 
results could be used with confidence to develop combustion noise reductions, study the de- 
tailed mechanisms involved, and predict far field combustion noise for full-scale engines. 
5.2 TEMPERATURE INFORMATION 
,% stated previously the objective of the fluctuating temperature investigation conducted in 
this program was to evaluate the potential for generating "indirect" combustion noise in a 
JT9D engine equipped with the test combustors, as a result of the interaction of the tempera- 
ture inhomogeneities in the combustor discharge stream with the pressure drop across a 
JT9D turbine. 
5.2.1 Method Of Analysis 
"Indirect" combustion noise, or "entropy" noise results from a mechanism whereby tempera- 
ture fluctuations or inhomogen~ities in a stream that encounters a strong pressure gradient 
prcduce acoustic waves. It may be helpful to regard this mechanism in terms of local momen-. 
tum fluctuations associated with the acceleration of fluid volumes of different densities im- 
bedded in the mttan flow undergoing a change in velocity. This mechanism was first identi- 
fied in the context of ~ircraft gas turbine noise by Candel (Ref. S), although it is implied by 
the generalized unsteady flow analysis of Kovasznay and Chu (Ref. 6). Additional work dis- 
closing the importance of this source in core engine noise was performed and reported by 
Cumpsty and Marble, (ref. 7) and by Pickett (Ref. 8). The analysis used in this investigation 
assumes the pressure change to take the form of a sharp jump across an actuator disk, and 
was implemented by a computer program developed by Pickett based on Reference 8, which 
is enclosed as Appendix B 1. 
The required inputs to the program, in addition to the steady-state turbine characteristics, are 
simply the mean square temperature fluctuations and the transverse and axial length scales 
of the tempe~ature distribution. These temperature field quantities were found for a total of 
17 operating points in the ECCP program by processing the signals from a fast response 
thermocouple system developed by Dils, References 9 and 10. 
T e r t ~ e m t u ~ ~  Field Chatacteristics 
Mean square temperature fluctuations were obtained from the thermocouple system voltages 
by means of the conversion procedure described in the section on Acoustics Instrumentation. 
Although not required for input t o  the indirect noise calculation, 113 octave band thermo- 
couple voltage spectra were a h  obtained for general information and to obtain occasional 
checks of the o v d  mean square levels In addition to the mean square intensity of tem- 
perature fluctuations, axial and transverse length scaks are required in order to predict indi- 
rect combustion noise. The axial length scale. Lx, was obtained from the autocorrelation 
function of the sampled thermocouple output vo:tages. In conformity with the mathemati- 
cal model of the indirect noise analysis, the characteristic ie~~g;, (or correspondinp: delay 
t h e )  is defrned as the point where the normalized correlation function has a value of I/e = 
0.37. Thus, for the axial length scale, the delay time corresponding to a normalized auto- 
amelation of 0. ?7 was read from the autocorrelogram and multiplied by the stream ve.scity 
to give Lx. Scferai values s f  L, were determined from different thermocouples in the array 
at different rig operating conditions. 
Transverse length scales were obtained by cross-correlating paired outputs from transducers 
on 4 radial rakes. By cross correlating successive radial thermocouples with the end element 
of a rake and plotting the n~rmalized cross correlation coefficients at zero time delay versus 
probe separation distance, the radial length scale was determined by entering the curve 
drawn through these points at a value of I/e and reading out the corresponding distance. The 
transverse length scale could be determined by a similar procedure using corresponding ele- 
ments of different radial rakes. However. it was found early in the data reduction that the 
cross correlation between elements on the closest rakes was insignificant, due to the relatively 
large distance between rakes, as compared with the comparatively small separation between 
thermocouple elements on a common rake. Therefore the only inference that could be 
drawn was that the circumferential length scale was significantly less than the rake spacing 
(order of 6 to 7 cm). In the absence of further information, for purposes of calculation the 
circumferential and radial length scales were taken 2s equal. 
It should be remarked that the temperature data were first examined for evidence of a pos- 
sible fluctuating structure that would not produce indirect noise. It has been reported 
(Ref. 9) that some combustors orerate with long streams of relatively cool air issuing from 
the chamber cooling wall holes. that wander randomly inthe position where they penetrate 
the burner exit plane. Such motion will not produce indirect noise. Thermocouples in the 
exit plane would exhibit time-varying fluctuations as a result of such streams sweeping across 
the elements. If the inte~preter of the thermocouple outputs were unaware of the actual 
fluid motion involved he could impute the fluctuatiorl to the passage of hot spots in a purely 
-uial direction, in the manner postulated for the indirect noise temperature input field, and 
,,,uld proceed to use the inferred intensities and length scales to compute indirect noise as- 
sociated with a turbine pressure drop when, in fact, no such noise would be generated. 
Accordingly, the temperatun data were e x a m i d  for the possible pmenct  of temperature 
streaks sweeping transvcrsedy in random directions across the thermocouple array. Their 
presence would be indicated by cross correlation functions between pairs of thermocouples 
that peaked at delay times that would be related to the streak transverse velocity d the 
separation between thermocouples If, for example such a streak were moving radially, the 
delay times for the peaks of the voltage cross correlations between an element at one end 
and successively distant elements would progressively increase or decrease, depending on the 
direction of motion. A similar succession of progressively delayed peak cross correlations 
between circumferentially displaced thennocouples would indicate the presence of circum- 
ferentially moving streams of hot or  cold fluid. 
On the other hand, if in fact the temperature non-uniformities were in the form of globules 
convecting along steady streamlines, the peak cross correlation between adjacent thermo- 
couples would occur at zero delay time, for the arrival of such globules at adjacent elements 
would be synchronous. In this test program, it turned out that such indeed was the case, so 
that the input temperature fields had the globular structure for wh~ch the indirect combus- 
tion noise model applies. 
Prediction of Indirect Combustion Noise 
The downstream indirect acoustic intensity flux was evaluated in each of the standard third 
octave bands for the passage of stream hot spots through the successive blade rows of the 
JT9D 2stage high pressure turbine: first stator, first rotor, second stator and second rotor. 
Total intensity was obtained by adding the downstream contributions from each of the four 
rows, and no attenuation was applied for the multistage low pressure turbine or the trans- 
mission loss through the exhaust nozzle. The low pressure turbine generates insignificant in- 
direct noise due to the much lower pressure drops involved. 
Calculations were performed by IBM S/37@168, programmed to evaluate the triple integrals 
(over frequency and the two transverse wavenumbers) in Equation (8 j  of Appendix 0-1. 
This equation, which is too lengthy to reproduce here gives the intensity between specified 
frequency limits which are taken as applicable to the standard 113 octave bands. The trans- 
verse wave numbers are involved because they enter into the spatial distribution of the acous- 
tic fields and account only for the portions of the energy that are in propagating modes, as 
distinct from decaying modes. 
Some appreciation of the significant factors governing indirect combustion noise may be dis- 
cerned if this equation is rewritten as follows: 
In this abbreviated fonn it is rmWy seen that the acoustic intensity is proportional t o  the 
square of the pressure drop, LIP, a c r m  a row, and also to the mean square value of the (non 
dimensional) entering stream temperatwe fluctuations, 8 ',, root mean square (r.m.s.) flue 
tuathg temperature divided by steady state average temperature. Thus, doubling either the 
stage pressure drop or the r.m.s fluctuating temperature each produces a factor of four 
change in acoustic intensity or 6 dB in power level. 
The effects I the other variables affecting noise are much harder to extract since these vari- 
ables are combined as complicated functions in both the integrand, F, of the above expres 
sion and also in the limits of the two integrations with respect to wave number. However, 
some insight is provided by considering the special case where the axial length d e  L, is 
sufficiently long such that most of the resulting noise will be restricted to frequencies that 
are low enough for only the plane wave mode to propagate. In this case, the intensity in a 
bandwidth 2Ao ', centered at the frequency of peak intensity, o',, is given by Equation 12, 
Appendix B1. Writing this equation in simplified form gives: 
This expression shows the previously demonstrated effects of pressure drop and temperature 
level (which are exact) and further reveals that the intensity is proportional to Ley LeZ or 
to the transverse correlation area of the "hot spots". 
The principal effect of axial length scale is to establish together with the axial stream velo- 
city, the frequency of ped; intensity, om, which is on the order of the rdtio of velocity to 
axial length scale. However L; also enters into determination of intensity in several more 
complicated ways. Let equation (1 1) of Appendix E l  for the intensity of a plane wave in 
a frequencv band be simplified to the form: 
The overall intensity is obtained by taking w 'l = 0 and o > -* -. Evaluation of the exponen- 
tial between these limits is just (minus) unity, giving 
2 7 1 I (overall) = const (AP) 8, L / L ; L_ 
X 
It is now seen that the overall acoustic intensity in the plane wave mode varies inversely with 
axial length scale. The inverse nature of this dependence may be appreciated qualitatively 
by recognizing that as L, increases the momentum fluctuations across the blade row become 
progressively slower, thus diminishing the source strength. In the limit of  Lx + m the change 
in momentum across the row is constant (independent of time) and no sound is produced, 
which is evidently the case for steady hot o r  cold streaks of unlimited length. 
Going in the other direction, as Lx decreases, the overall intensity increases by virtue of the 
above described l/Lx dependence. In addition, however, because the characteristic frequen- 
cies increase, acoustic energy begins to propagate in higher modes as well as in the plane 
wave. Mathematically, the more complex Equation 8 o f  Appendix B-1 must be employed, 
and it is not productive to  try to trace the effect of decreasing Lx beyond remarking that 
the double integral over wave number in Equation 8 reflects tk.: cumulative energy contri- 
butions of successively larger numbers of higher propagating modes. 
Thus, as axial length scale is reduced the overall effects are t o  increase both frequency of 
peak acoustic intensity and the overall intensity as well. There will then come a point where 
a basic assumption of the analysis begins to break down as length scale is reduced, because 
the analysis assumes existence of an "actuator disk" where the pressure drop occurs over an 
infinitisimal distance. This assumption is well suited t o  the case of shock waves or t o  a choked 
cascade, but is otherwise increasingly violated as the length scale of the hot spots becomes 
less than a substantidl multiple of the axial extent of the blade row. If in fact tlie temperature 
axial length scale and the blade row thickness are comparable the calculation will over-pre- 
dict the indirect noise because the actual time for tlie hot spot momenturii to  change will be 
longer as a consequence of the i-inite distance over which the local momentuni changes occur. 
The high pressure turbine stages (two stators and two rotors) of the JT9D operate irnchoked 
and arc not much thinner than the axial length scales that were measured and will be described 
presently. Tlicrefore it can be expected that the results of the analysis performed here will 
tend to overpredict indirect combustion noise in this installation. 
5.1.2 Results 
Applying the methods described above to the measured data tlie following results were obtained 
Fast response thermocouple information was obtainecl from rig tests on combusiors H6 ant1 
S23 at a total of 17 operating points. These points arc idcntifietl in the listing of rig pcrfor- 
niancc data, Appendix A-I. Tlic majority of the tetnpcratiire data were obtained for S23 be- 
cause this combustor is closcly rclatecl to tlic "final" configi~ration evolved in tllc niain Ex-  
perimental Clean Combustor Program and also because hig11 tliermocouplc mortality scvcrcly 
lirnitcd tlic information available froin tlic H6 combustor test program. 
Although they are not used as specific input for -alculation of indirect combustion noise, 
113 octave band thermocouple voltage spectra were obtained and are presented in Appendix 
B-2. Sample spectra for H6 and S23 are shown in Figures 35 and 36. It is worth noting that 
the spectral shapes are quite similar for all operating conditions. In the appendical plots o c  
casional high frequency prominences are exhibited, but these are chargeable t o  spurious elec- 
trical system noise since the amplifier system response characteristic falls at a 12 dB per 
octave rate beyond 2000 Hz. 
The general peaking of the spectra in the frequency range from 500 to 1000 Hz and subsequent 
decline should be interpreted with some care because of the frequency response characteristic 
of the thermocouple and the compensating amplifier used in playback of the tape-recorded 
signals. As seen in Figure ! 5b the sy item response function begins to  roll off at about 400 Hz 
and is 6 dB down at 1OOO Hz. Therefore the true peaks of the temperature spectra will be at 
somewhat higher frequencies than indicated in the spectra presented here. Naturally, the 
system response characteristic also influences the length scale determinations which are ob- 
tained from correlation functions. The impact of this response characteristic on the length 
scales and on the calculated indirect combustion noise will be mentioned after the following 
description of the measured length scales and temperatures levels. It turns out that this high 
frequency roll off is of little practical significance because the calculated indirect noise spectra 
have peak frequencies that are already higher than normal for core engine noise. 
To obtain predictions of indirect combustion noise the temperature information requirements 
are the axial and transverse correlation length scales, and the mean square or root mean 
square (rms) levels of temperature fluctuation. 
The axial length scale Lx is determined from the autocorrelation function of the thermocouple 
output voltage. Figures 37 and 38 present sample autocorrelograms at approach and takeoff 
conditions for configurations H6 and S23. These figures show the characteristic delay time 
corresponding to a value of the normalized autocorrelation of 0.37 (= 1 /e) and the subsequent 
translation to length scale by use of the stream velocity. A complete set of autocorrelograms 
is included in Appendix B-3. The effect of the system function high frequency roll off dis- 
cussed previously is to make the axial length scale obtained from the correlograms somewhat 
longer than the true value, since correlation delay time and frequency are inversely related. 
As previously described the transverse length scales, L, and L,, are obtained from plots against 
thermocouple separation d~stance of the normalized cioss correlation function at zero delay 
time for pairs of thermocouple output voltages. Figures 39 and 40  show for configurations 
H6 ar.d S23 sample plots at approach and takeoff of the radial cross correlation, from which 
the radial length scales were determined. Since there are insufficient data points to justify 
fitting a Gaussian distribution function a simple decreasing curve drawn through the data is 
entered at an ordinate of I /e, determining the radial scale L, with sufficient accuracy. 
All the basic auto and crosscornlograms are presented in Appendix B-3. The cross conelo- 
grams between adjacent pairs of circumferentially distributed thermocouples show normalized 
cross correlations on the order of less than 0.05, as may be seen from the appropriate curves 
in Appendix B-3. Sice the closest circumferential spacing is on the order of seven times the 
radial thermocouple spacing (e 1 cm) and the radial cross correlation at 2 cm spacing is down 
to about 0.05, it is clear that the circumferential length scale is very much less than the closest 
circumferential spacing. In the absence r?f further information it was assumed as a matter of 
convenience that the circumferential and radial length scales were equal. Length scale infor- 
mation is summarized in the following tables, 111 and IV. 
The final item of temperature information needed for indirect combustion noise is the mag- 
nitude of the temperature fluctuations. Root-mean-square values were obtained by true rms 
voltmeter during the correlation portion of the data reduction. A normalized temperature 
(rms fluctuation/steady mean absolute temperature) is used as a mul-iplier to the output of 
the computer program, the input to which assumes for convenience a normalized value of 
one percent. Generally, several thermocouple voltages were read at each of the selected oper- 
ating points corresponding to  simulated idle, approach, climb, and takeoff conditions. Tables 
111 and IV summarize this information for configurations H6 and S23. Point weighted average 
values normalized to burner exit temperature are listed. Although not used for calculating 
noise the ratios of fluctuatirrg temperature to temperature rise, AT, across the burner, are also 
tabulated for comparison with some previously acquired data. 
TABLE Ill 
COMBUSTOR H-6 








(1) For reference only; not used in noise prediction 
(2) Noise prediction not made for idle condition 
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TABLE IV  
COMBUSTOR 523 
SUMMARY OF AVERAGE FLUCTUATING TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS 
Commenting briefly on the temperature information in Tables 111 and IV, the following 
observations can be made: 
1. The axial and transverse temperature length scales are relatively insensitive to operating 
conditions and are generally similar in the two combustors measured. Measurement 
system response characteristics previously described have the effect of overestimating 
the true axial length scales. The effect of attenuation of high frequency information 
upon the transverse length scales is not so easily obtained. However, it is reasonable 
to  expect that the true transverse length scales will either be unaffected or, as with the 
axial scale will be somewhat smaller than the indicated values. In any event, there is 
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On the other hand, the levels of the temperature fluctuations vary significantly with 
operating conditions, and this variation is quite different in the two combustors tested. 
For simplicity the idle data will be overlooked since this condition is of no practical 
concern from the noise standpoint. In configuration H6 tlle temperature fluctuations, 
normalized to burner exit temperature, drop from about 6% at  approach to  about 4% at 
takeoff. This change represents a reduction of about 4 dB in acoustic powcr. However, 
for S23 the normalized temperature rises from about 8% to  20% in this power change, 
which is equivalent to about a 7.5 dB noise increase. 
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(1) For reference only; not used in noise prediction 
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3. The last column in the temperature tabulations expresses the rms fluctuation as a per- 
centage of the burner temperature rise in order t o  afford a comparison with some pre- 
viously acquired data. These data, presented in Reference 10, were acquired o n  com- 
bustors of three current production engines, and show fluctuations ranging from 7 t o  
25 percent of the burner temperature rise. Apart from the idle condition, combustor 
H 6  falls well inside the range of previously acquired data. On the other hand the 40% 
fluctuations measured from S23 at high powers are on the order of twice the values 
previously measured. These high levels have been ascribed t o  the relative proximity of 
the temperature measurement station in the burner exit plane t o  the combustion zone 
in S23, and have been judged to  be consistent with more limited previous data taken up- 
stream of the discharge plane in conventional burners. 
4. In terms of indirect combustion noise power the tetiiperature differences between H6 
and S23 amount to  only about 2 dB at approach but at high power conditions S23 
should generate about 15 dB more noise than H6. The effects of the shorter axial length 
scales and larger transverse scales of S23 are such as to  further increase its noise generat- 
ing characteristics relative to H6.  
Before discussing results of the noise calculation it should be mentioned that Appendix B-3, 
containing the temperature correlograms also includes several cross correlations (see pages 
181 and 182) between outputs of a sample thermocouple and a Kistler pressure transducer 
flush mounted upstream in the combustor S23. (See sections on pressure information.) 
These correlations were made to  see if the internal pressur- fluctuations and discharge tem- 
perature fluctuations were causally related. The trivial values of the normalized cross corre- 
lation function of these quantities indicate that the time-variation of burner internal pressure 
and discharge temperature at the measurement locations are independent of  each other. 
Redicted It~dircct Combustion Noise 
Using the temperaturc information for combustors H 6  and S23 summarized in Tables 111 and 
IV, the noise power generated by the interaction of the temperature inhomogeneities with the 
high pressure turbine of a JT9D engine was calculated from Equation 8 of Appendix B-1. As 
described previously, the downstream noise contributions of each of tlie 4 stages ( 2  stator 
and 2 rotor) wcre evaluated and summed. After passing through a stage tht: axial length scale 
was stretched in the ratio of exit to entrance axial velocities to establish the corresponding 
entrance length scale for the next siage in a manner that would conscrv; thc .'me flux of tlie 
temperature eddies. 
Figurc 41 presents the r e s~~ l t s  of the indirect noise calculstion for configuration H 6  at approach, 
climb, and takeoff conditions listed in Table Ill. Downstream propagating power Icvcls in 
1 /3  octave bands are showti for each of thz four high pressure turbine blade (or vane) rows, 
togctlicr with thc resultil~g spectral sum of these contributions. Siniilar results tor S23 arc 
given in Figure 42. In both cases tlic length scales listed in Tables Ill and 1V wcre used. tfow- 
ever, a cornmoll constant value of the normalized fluctuating temperaturc of onc percent was 
used both as a matter of convenience and to illustrate the effects of variations in length scale 
and turbine characteristics. Actual power levels corresponding to measured values of normal- 
ized fluctuating temperature, B'c,'also listed in these tables, are obtained by merely adding 
20 log B'c to the one percent levels. On the basis of a common 1% temperature variation the 
overall power levels (integral of the resultant spectrum) of S23 range from about 3.5 tc. ' T 
dB higher than those of H6 as a result of its larger transverse and smaller axial length scales, 
in conformity with the background discussion in the pre.~ious ection. 
As seen in Figures 41 and 42 the second stator contributes on the order of 2 to 3 dB more 
than the next important stage, the first stator. The second and first rotors, in turn, are pro- 
gressively lesser contributors to the total power. These differences are a consequence of the 
'stailed interstage variatiorq of the turbine parameters entering into equation 8, Appendix 
B-1 and do not incorporate any assumptions for attenuation b j  downstream stages of noise 
generated upstream. In practice, of course, upstream noise will be progressively attenuated 
in its transmission through successive downstream stages, and the total resulting high pressure 
turbine noise also will be significantly attenuated by the 8 blade (or vane) stages in the low 
prcssure turbine. Calculation of these attenuations and the further transmission loss at the 
exhaust nozzle is beyond the scope of the program, but rough estimates place the probable 
total attenuation between 5 and 10 dB. 
When the 20 log B'c effect of the measured temperature fluctuations is added to the overall 
power levels obtained on a one percent basis the results listed in Table V iire obtained for 
combustors H6 and S23. 
TABLE V 
CALCULATED INDIRECT COMBUSTION NOISE 
JT9D ENGINE WITH CONFIGURATIONS H6 AND S23 
(OVERALL POWER LEVEL: dB re 1 0 " ~  WATTS) 
The H6 noise levels decrease slightly with engine power as a result of the decline in levels of 
temperature fluctuations. For S23, on the other hand, the small increase with power on a 
constant one percent temperature basis is augmented by the large rise of input temperature 













Ewluation of  Indirect Noise Results 
Refore evaluating the significance of the calculated levels of overall indirect noise some re- 
marks on the spectral distribution of this energy should be made. Examination of the spectra 
in Figures 41 and 42  shows that the indirect combustion noise power b a maximum in the 
range from 1000 to 1250 Hz, for both combustors over thc power range from approach t o  
takeoff. 
However, the class of phenomena called core engine noise, of which combustion noise is con- 
sidered an outstanding contributor, is charaderized by spectra peaking well below 1000 Hz, 
usually in the 300 to  600 Hz range. This observed feature, common to several different types 
of  aircraft turbine powerplants, is well documented in References 2 and 11 and in the liter- 
ature cited therein. 
For this reason, if the indirect combustion noise calc!:lated for combustors H6 and S23 were 
to  be actually generated in a JT9D engine undergoing acoustic tests, it would probably fail to  
be recognized as a core noise phenomena, assuming in the first place that its spectral levels 
were high enough to stand out from the broadband fan discharge noise spectrum. The cause 
of the higher than normal peak frequency of the predicted indirect noise is, of course, the 
relatively short axial temperature length scales measured for configurations H6 and S23. As 
in the case of the relatively high amplitudes of temperature fluctuation an explanatiorl may 
be advanced that they are presumably a consequence of  the detailed differences in combusto. 
design, with the relatively shorter than convzntional lcnrrth 3f tile coml-ustors probably being 
the most significant parameter. 
It may also be recalled that the burner internal fluctuating pressure measurements gave spectra 
(both as measured and wllen corrected for cold flow noise) having significant energy 6:'' 
beyond the 300 to  600 Hz range. While these were characteristics of the venr r . s T  ir i :!,{ ;I . * I  
it is not known how to transform them to  obtain far field power spectra, it is of somc intcrest 
t o  note that both the cal~ulated indirect combustion noisc and the measured internal pressure 
spectra differ significantly from t ! 'a  conventional spectral representation of core engine noise. 
Finally, the probable significance of indirect combustion noise in the operation of  a JT9D 
engine with the test combustors will be estimated by comparing the computed pdwer levels 
with certain other core engine information items. 
Table VI gives farfield power levels of' total low frequency core noise measured on several 
turbofan engines, including a JT9D, and also the values obtained by the recommended interim 
prediction formula, Equation 9 of Refereace 2. Also listed are rounded-off values of the 
computed indirect combustion noise for burner configurations H 6  and S23 operating in a 
JT9D engine. No low pressure stage turbine or exllaust nozzle attenuations have been applied 
to these two items, copied from Table V ,  but the measured and predicted levels do incorp- 
orate surh attenuation. 
TABLE V I  
APPROXIMATE TOTAL CORE NOISE 
POWER LEVELS 
PWL d~ ts 1013 WATTS 
I B I 1 40 I 1 52 (est) 
i tern 
Engine C1 











Calculated, con fig. 
S23 
The unavailable (ma.) figures at high power operation for several of the above errtries reflect 
the inability to detect o r  extract a spectral prominence in the expected frequency range. Levels 
from Equation 9 of Reference 2 for turbosltaft engines are shown, together with correspond- 
ing values that are 8 dB lower, reportedly applicable to turbofan type engines. 
From Tabie VI it appears that a representative total core noise power level for turbofan en- 
gines at approach powers is about 143 ciB and at high power is about 153. 
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Using these figures as representative standards for comparison it follows that: 
1. The corresponding calculated levels for confwuration H6 of 130 and 128 are at 
least 13 dB lower, so indirect combustion noise would not be significant for this 
burner. 
2. Calculated indirect combustion noise levels for configuration S23 are about 7 dB 
lower than representative total core noise. If only 3 dB low turbine and exhaust 
nozzle attentuation is assumed the indirect noise from S23 will be 10 dB less than 
total representative core noise. Therefore, for configuration S23 as well, indirect 
combustion noise is unlikely to be detected in the JT9D engine signature. 
Cctnbining these evaluations of the overall levels of indirect combustion noise with the re- 
marks about the higher than normal peak frequency of their spectra it follows that indirect 
combustion noise is unlikely to be of practical significance for the JT9D and similar engines 
equipped with either of these experimental combustors. 
6. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
! S i k  from transducers measuring pressure fluctuations inside combustion con figura- 
tions were found to require special processing to  provide 2 measure of combustion- 
generated noise. The overall sound pressure level indicated without such processing was 
significantly affected by sound generated aerodynamically. 
2 A measure of the near field of combustion noise was obtained by using only the portions 
of the transducer spectra in which combustion noise dominates. The nlevent spectral 
bands were found by comparing spectra for flows with and without combustion. In 
applications where cold flow cannot be produced in the combustor (as in an operating 
engine rather than a test rig), use of the spectra between about 100 Hz and an upper 
bound of 4K Hz would probably serve as a reasonable general guide. 
3. The resulting spectra were found t o  contain significant energy in frequency bands on the 
order of an octave higher than the spectra usually associated with combustion noise. 
This property applied essentially to  all configurations and operating points. 
4. The sound pressure level determined as described above, and designated as OASPL,,, 
(overall sound pressure level, corrected) wasused to  calculate a hypothetical combustion 
noise level (PWL,,,) using the relation P = p2 Alp c, where P, p, p, c, and A are values 
in the plane of the transducer of "Power*' pressure, density, sound speed, and section 
area, when the local Mach number is relatively low. This "Power" is referred to  as hy- 
pothetical because the equation from which it is computed implies that the acoustic 
field pressure and particle velocity are in phase, a situation that exists only in the "far 
field" (at large distances from the source). Due to neglect of this phase angle factor, 
calculations based on internal measurements overestimate the true acoustic power. 
5. For this reason, future experiments to measure combustion noise should provide pressure 
transducer stations downstream of the actual combustor, insofar as it is practicable to 
so locate them. In such cases, sufficient transducers should be employed to insure that 
higher duct modes as well as the plane wave are identifiable and taken into account 
when computing acoustic power. 
6. Extensive pressure data taken on configuration H6 and S23 were processed as described 
above to  compute an acoustic power level called PWL,,,, and these values were related 
to rig operating parameters by using Eq. 9 of TMX-71627. This equation predicts 
acoustic power level, called here PWL,,,,, by the expression: 
PWLp,, = 56.5 + 10 log,, 8, 
T 
where A, is weight flow through the combustor, AT is combustion temperature rise, 
P&T are total Pressure and Temperature at the combustor entrance and the subscript 
arnb refers to ambient or standard atmosphere values. 
A test of PWLpred, as a predictor of measured power was obtained by comparing 
"measured" acoustic power (PWL,,,, obtained from the transducers) with values deter- 
mined from Eq. 9 above. 
7. It was found that the referenced Eq. 9 provides r rewonable prediction of rwustic power 
for C o n f v t i o n s  H6 urd S23, aput  from the constant. The m t d  power wiw 
with mass flow, temperature rise, and combustor entrance pressure and tempenture in 
the manner described by referenced Eq. 9. However, musund power kvels wen a p  
preciably higher than predicted, which is consistent with the above remarks that the 
near field transducer levels lead to overestimates of acoustic power radiated to the far 
field. 
8. Sampk data at simulated idle and takeoff conditions for 4 ~mmbustors tested in Phase 
I of this program, wen insufficient to provide a valid judgement of the ability of Eq. 9 
to predict noise for these configurations. For the limited data used, measured power 
levels had a range of about 17 dB fmm the "loudes. 3 the most quiet, comcted to 
common rig operating parameters 
9. Despite the general ability of PWL,,, to provide estimates of acoustic power variation, 
important deviations from predicted behavior were observed. For exarnpk, at idle con- 
ditions, little systenratic change in measured noise was noted for some configurations as 
the temperature rise was increased by adding fuel. As another example, data taken on 
configuration H6 at approach conditions showed significantly different behavior as a 
function of temperature rise depending on how the fuel supply was proportioned be- 
tween primary and secondary nozzle systems. 
10. The deviations noted in the above paragraph are not anomalous since no simple predic- 
tion formula that fails to provide inputs in the form of aero-thermodynamic field micro- 
structure can acmunt adequately for combustion noise. One of the outstanding source 
terms of such noise is the time rate of change of heat release rate. This quantity is cer- 
tainly affected by details of how the fuel is injected and burned, and the turbulence 
structure of the flow, and no provisions exist in any simple formula for quantifying 
these crucial parameters. 
1 I .  Using fast response thermocouples in the burner discharge stream, fluctuating tempera- 
ture characteristics were determined for combustors H6 and S23 in order to compute 
indirect combustion noise. The required temperature parameters were axial, radial, and 
circumferential length scales of the temperature inhomogeneities and the root mean 
square (rms) amplitude of the fluctuation. In addition, sample one-third octave tem- 
perature spectra and a limited number of cross correlations between a thermocouple 
and an internal pressure transducer were obtained. 
For boih configurations the temperature length scales remained essentially constant over 
the operating range from simulated idle to takeoff. Also, corresponding length scales of 
both combustor streams were comparable. The axial length scale was about 5 cm for 
H6 and about 4 cm for S23. Radial transverse length scales were approximately 1 cm 
and 1.5 cm for H6 and S23 respectively. Circumferential length scale could not be 
directly measured since the spacing between adjacent thermocouples was substantially 
larger in the circumferential direction than radially; it was taken eqcal to ;he radial 
length scale for input to the noise calculationa 
13. Thermocouple voltage spectra are generally similar in shape for both combustors over 
the operating range. However the maximum one third octave band levels occur a t  freq- 
uencies that are on the order of an octave higher than are usually associated with com- 
bustion noise o r  low-frequency core engine noise. This characteristic is reflected in the 
magnitude o f  the axial length scales and subsequently in the spectra of  the computed 
indirect combustion noise. 
14. To determine if the discharge temperature fluctuations were causally related to the 
combustion chamber pressure variations, sample cross correlations were made between 
signals from a hot wire and from one of ths flush-mounted pressure transducers. Es- 
sentially zero normalized correlation coefficients were noted at all sampled operating 
points, indicating that the temperature and pressure fluctuations were completely inde- 
pendent processes. 
15. To facilitate discussion o f  the root mean square (rrns) amplitude of the temperature 
fluctuations, this amplitude is expressed as a percentage of the steady-state burner tem- 
peratur~ rise. Excluding the idle operating point, which has little significance from the 
noise standpoint, combustor H6 temperature levels decreased from about 16%, at ap- 
proach power to about 7% of the burner temperature rise at high power operation. 
These figures are well within the 5% t o  25% range previously measured for three different 
production engine burners. Configuration S23 behaved quite differently, increasing 
from about 17% temperature fluctuation at approach to 41% at takeoff power. Thus 
at low power (approach) H6 and S23 develop comparable temperature fluctuations that 
fall within the range of other, production type burners. At high powers, however, the 
temperature fluctuations of S23 are significantly higher than those of  H6 and other 
production engine burners. 
16. Calculations were made t o  estimate the indirect combustion noise that would result 
from the passage of the temperature fluctuations described above tl~rougll the high pres- 
sure turbine of a JT9D engine. The shapes of the resulting acoustic power spectra for 
combustors H6 and S23 were quite similar and did not change significantly from ap- 
proach to  takeoff power conditions. The one third octave band spectra peaked in the 
range of 1000 Hz to 1250 Hz, which is on the order of an octave higher than spectra 
usually associated with combustion noise o r  low frequency core engine noise. 
17. Levels of calculated indirect acoustic power, however, differed significantly between 
the two combustors and also varied with operating conditions in different ways. For 
H6 the overall acoustic power level was about 130 dB (re watts) at approach and 
dropped slightly to 128 dB at takeoff power, primarily as a consequence of the reduced 
temperature fluctuation. In configuration S23 the calculated indirect noise power 
level at approach was about 136 dB and increased to 146 dB at high power, reflecting 
the increase in temperature fluctuation. 
18. Significance of these levels was evaluated by comparison with previously determined 
total engine low frequency core noise obtained from measurements on turbofan engines 
and from the interim prediction procedure discussed in the section of this report on 
internal pressure measurements. Representative total core noise power levels were taken 
as 143 dB for approach and 153 dB at high power. 
If the noisier of the two configurations, S23, is considered, and if it is assumed that only 
3 dB of attenuation of indirect noise is provided by transmission through the multi-stage 
low pressure turbine and the exhaust nozzle, farfield indirect noise power levels of 133 
dB at approach and 143 dB are projected. 
19. Comparing these projected levels for S23 with representative figures for turbofan engine 
low-frequency core noise it is seen that they are about 10 dB lower than total core noise 
levels from all sources of typical turbofan engines. Levels for the other combustor, H6, 
will be significantly lower yet. Since the input measured temperature fluctuations for 
S23 were appreciably higher than indicated by previous experience, it appars  that in- 
direct combustion noise for any of the experimental clean combustors can be ruled out 
as a significant component of J l P D  engine core noise. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
I .  Pressure fluctuations inside a combustor, when corrected for the effects of aerodynamic 
noise, may be used to compute a rough estimate of acoustic power due to unsteady 
burning. The effects of near field transducer location and neglect of transverse mode 
structure are such as to lead to an overestimate of the true acoustic power. 
2. For a given combustor, the changes in internally measured acoustic power with varia- 
tions in burner operating parameters are reasonably well predicted by Equation 9 of 
NASA TMX 7 1627. 
3. For the combustors tested, the average of the internally measured power is about 14 dB 
more than predicted by this equation for the far field, a difference which is consistent 
with the complications of internal near field measurements noted in item 1 above and 
neglect of turbine and nozzle transmission losses 
4. Differences in noise level of up to 15 dB were observed among different combustors, 
indicating that design details not specified in a simple expression such as referenced 
Equation 9 have important effects. Further, in a particular burner design, the effects of 
such variables as fuel supply system management may cause the variation of noise with 
operating parameters to depart significantly from the predicted variation. 
5. Measurements indicate that the Swirl Vorbix Combustor, S23, produces discharge tem- 
perature fluctuations that are significantly higher than those previously observed on 
several production burners. Tile Hybrid Combustor H6 produced lower levels of fluctua- 
tion that were more in line with previous experience. 
6. For both combustors, however, indirect combustion noise produced by interaction of 
the temperature fluctuations with the high pressure stages of a JT9D turbine was cal- 
culated t o  be significantly (10 dB) lower than observed values of total low-frequency 
core engine noise from all sources. 
7. Since these low sound power levels included the projection for an experimental burner 
with higher than normal discharge temperature fluctuations, and also since the resulting 
noise spectra peaked more than an octave above typical core noise spectra, it is unlikely 
that indirect combustion noise could be detected in the operation of engines such as 
the JT9D. 
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Figure 15a Schematic Diagram of Thermocoupk System Circuit 







Figure 15b Overall Frequency Response of Thermocouple and Compensating Amplifier 
System (Also Showing Sample Uncompensated Thermocoupk Response) 
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Figure 16 Aerodynamic Noise Check: H-6 
Figure 17  Aerodynamic Noise Check: S-23 
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Figure 41 b Calcuhted I*?d;n:rt Combustion Noise Spectra: H-6 
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Figure 42b Chlculated Indirect Combustion Noise Spectra: S-23 
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Figure 42c Cclkuhted Indirect Cornbustion Noise Spectrcl: S-23 
APPENDIX A-1 
RIG PERFORMANCE AND POWER LEVEL DATA 
This Appendix contains tabulations of rig performance para- 
meters from Phases 1 and 11 of the Experimental Clean Com- 
bustor Program, and identifies configurations and op~rating 
point numbers. Acoustic power levels are also tabulated. 
RIG PERFORMANCE DATA - REF I 




station upstream of burner. 









mass flow rate of air 
mass flow rate of fuel 
fuel-air ratio 





sec - m2 - ATM 
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TABULATIONS FOR POWER LEVEL - 360' ANNULUS 
(UNITS AS SPEC1 FIED BY NASA TMX - 71627) 
wa  SO", T, T, mLpmdj3 PWLcor 
Condition Ibrnlrc OR P4/P0 '4IT0 dB m 10- watts 
PWL Po.*rt 
Config. No. 
Cdd Idle 13.07 0 3.10 1 .SO 
Idie 13.03 793 3.77 1.58 1F .2  153.6 
Cold T I 0  15.21 0 6.80 2.67 
TI0  15.28 1167 6.93 2.66 144.0 150.8 
Cold Idle 13.40 0 3.74 1.58 
Idle 13.38 697 3.75 1.57 138.2 148.3 
Cold T I 0  14.02 0 6.19 2.67 
T I 0  13.93 13% 6.16 2.67 144.1 146 -9 
Cold idle 9.61 0 3.74 3.66 
Idle 9.61 824 3.69 1.59 137.9 160.7 
Cold TI0  15.30 0 6.78 2.67 
TI0  14.42 10% 6.81 2.68 143.0 166.8 
Cold Idle 12.01 0 3.53 1.08 
Idle 11.66 823 3.73 1.56 139 .O 154.5 
Cold TI0  15.43 0 6.93 2.b8 
TI0  14.84 1319 €.&2 2.60 145.0 1% .5 
Cold Idle 8.75 0 2.921 1.484 
Idle 8.67 1063 2.927 1.184 138.3 153.5 
rdle 8.72 854 2.927 1.484 136.4 155.6 
Idle 8.83 550 2.927 1.484 132.7 154.2 
Idle 8.43 723 2.927 1.484 134.0 151.5 
Cold App 17.50 0 
APP 17.61 681 
APP 17.74 490 
APP 17.43 700 
APP 17.52 490 
A PP 17.41 365 
APP 17.41 920 
APP 17.68 881 
TABULATIONS FOR POWER L EVEL - 360' ANNULUS 
(UNITS AS SFECIFIED BY NASA TMX - 71627) 
Point wr(90O) T5-T4 
Config. No. Condition Ibrnlmc o pnd RNLmr 
R P41p0 T4n0 d~ ,. 10-l3 wrttt 
Cold Idle 8.60 
Idk 8.92 
. 11 870 
re . a57 
Cold App 17.58 
AW 17.66 





17 Cola Climb 15.68 0 6.807 2.563 
14 Climb 15.83 1325 6.807 2.563 145.4 157.5 
15 Climb 15-81 1265 6.807 2.563 145.0 157.5 
16 Climb 15.79 998 6.807 2.563 143.0 157.2 
175 Cold T I 0  15.29 0 6.807 2.667 
13 T I 0  15.17 1358 6.807 2.667 145.1 156.2 
12 T I 0  15.12 997 6.807 2.667 142.4 153.2 
11 T I 0  15.08 900 6.807 2.667 141.5 151.1 
APPENDIX A-2 
TABULATED PRESSURE SPECTRA 
Pressure transducer one-third octave band spectrum levels 
ar: ta'lulated in this Appendix for configurations H-6 and S-23. 
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PRESSURE SPECTRA PLOTS 
MackJne plots of one-third octave band spectrum levels for 
H4 and S-23 pm~ure transducer signals an contained in this 
Appndix, together with selected narrowband spectra. 
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APPENDIX A 4  
SAMPLE CORRECTED SPECTRA 
Curves art presented here showing recorded pressure spectra, 
corresponding cold flow spectra, and the resulting corrected 
spectra used in calculating corrected acoustic powerlevels, 
PWLcor. The method o f  correction is described in the main 
text section, Results and Discussion - Pressure Information - 
Method of Analysis. 
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APPENDIX B-1 
INDIRECT COMBUSTION NOISE THEORY 
The following material which concerns the analysis of indirect 
combustion noise is the basis of the computer program used in 
the ECCP noise program. This material is an edited version of 
the paper, "Turbine Noise Due to Turbulence and Temperature 
Fluctuations", by G. F. Pickett, P&WA Acoustics Group 
(Reference 7). 'The paper was presented at the Eighth Inter- 
national Conpss on Acoustics, London, England, 23-31 
July 1974. 
TURBINE NOISE DUE TO TURBULENCE 
AND TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS 
Abstract 
In addition to turbomachinery noise generated due to high 
speed unsteady flows interacting with blades and vanes, signi- 
ficant low frequency noise can be generated by the passage of 
velocity and temperature "eddies" through large pressure gra- 
dients such as exist across turbine blade and vane rows. This 
noise generating mechanism may contribute t o  core engine 
noise observed from high bypass ratio turbofan engines. 
An analysis is presented that determines upstream and down- 
stream radiated noise generated by vorticity (turbulence) and 
entropy (temperature) waves interacting with a blade row si- 
mulated by an actuator disc. Radiated noise intensity is found 
t o  depend on the change in pressure across the rotor, and the 
intensity and transverse correlation length scales of the tem- 
perature and axial velocity tluctuations. Axial correlation 
length scales together with the axial convection velocity deter- 
mine the frequency of noise generated. 
Introduction 
As fan noise from high bypass ratio turbofan engines is progressively reduced with in- 
creased inlet and aft duct treatment. and as jet noise is minimized by appropriate choice of 
engine cycle and bypass ratio, low frequency core engine noise and high frequency turbirie 
noise become importan\ sources of engine noise. n lere  is now substantial evidence ( I , ? )  
showing that noise from low velocity jets cannot be accoi~nted for by jet noise done, and 
that there exist sources of noise upstream of the jet nozzle whicli contribute significant lev- 
els of noise at frequencies generally similar t o  those produced by jet noise. 
Various mechanisms for low frequency core engine noise have been proposed, but, as 
yet, no  definitive tests have been conducted that directly relate core engine noise t o  one spe- 
cific dominating mechanism. Following the example of fan noise. it a reasonable to  sli.;pect 
that unsteady flow velocities interacting with blades, vancs, struts and nozzle exit are signi- 
f ~ a n t  contributors t o  the overall noise. An additional ~nechanism exists, however, that 
invdves tlle large fluctuations in temperature and axial velocity generated in the burner pass- 
ing through the very large cllanges in pressure and swirl velocity across successive turbine 
stages. Physically, acoustic preskre waves and vorticity waves can be generated by this 
mechanism because axial velocity fluctuations and variations of density due t o  temperature 
fluctuations convecting with the fluid, experience abrupt changes as these t1uctu;ltions pass 
through large pressure gradients such as exist across turbine blade rows. 
In this paper, an analysis is presented that involves the so!ution of the three-dimensional 
linearized equations of  continuity, momentum. energy, state and second law of tlirrnlodyna- 
mics. These equations are solved in conjunction with the satisfaction of appropriate steady 
and unsteady jump conditions across a vane o r  blade row that is modeled as an actuator disc. 
The general analysis includes noise generation due t o  iluctuating lift and drag forces a t  
the disc in addition to  the noise generated by fluctuating temperatures and velocities convect- 
ing through the disc. 
Total noise estimates from all the blade rolvs L ,  :hs turbine that contribute significantly 
are calculated by ~ssuming  that no coupling exists between the blade an$ v:*ot. rQ:,.vr Under 
certair, conditions Cumpsty and Marble (3) found that the coupling could be important and 
the present tnodel will need to be extended to include this effect. An add~t ior~a l  effect that 
cou!J i:g~tficr;r~tly change the frtquzncy distribution and sound power levels from any core 
engmr: nolse mechanism is the duct exit impedance. This irnpcdancr has been s h o w  '4.5) t o  
be largr for low frequencies and to change with tlow speed through the duct c ~ i t .  -(he ef- 
fect of the detailed flow at the tailpipe lip on the impedance has not. to  the author's know- 
ledge. been considcred in any analysis, but it probably does ch;lnge the Impedance at the 
duct exit. I f  t h s  latter ttiicct is significant, it should be t'xpected that factors such as for- 




The method considers small unsteady perturbations of the mean tlow through an "ac- 
tuator disc" blade o r  vanc row that represents cittitr 3 turblnc rotor o r  notzlc guide vane 
stage. The analysis also accounts for the large changes In mcan sircani !low variables that 
are not only an inherent Jes~gn feature of turb~nc  stages. but also a key factor in the noise 
generating mechanlsrn consiciered in this paper. 
Consider a cascade as shown in Figun: 1. where the turbulent velocity superimpoced on 
the mainstream flow IJ, (3, t)enterrng the cascade is LI, (3, t )  and where t%ipcrature fluc- 
tuations O,, ( r ,  t )  convecttng with the mean strcam arc superimposed on the upstream am- 
bient temperature O O , .  In the Appendix ~t IS sliowri how these perturhatioris convcctrng 
through an actuator disc rcprcsentation of tlic c3scade. togetlier wtth f l~rc t i~a t~r ig  lift and 
drag forces at t4c csscrrde give nss to  acoustic w:tvc\. Ncglcctirig tlic noise (lire t o  unsteady 
lift and drag at tllc cascatlc, wl~icli has bccn considcred in a separatc paper (6). tbc expression 
for upstream and downstream acoustic pressure waves due only t o  temperature and axial 
velocity fluctuations traverjing the cascade reduces to: 
where i = 1 and 2 represent upstream atld downstream respectively and where the acoustic 
waves and the temperature and inflow turbulence are related in frequency and wave num- 
ber space. The values Aij (i, j = I 2 )  and AA are written out in full in the S~lpple~nent  of
this Appendix and other terms are as described in the Notation. 
INFLOW VELOCITY 
\ Y,+Y, 1 d 
INFLOW TEMPERATURE \ d d 
4 \ -2 -c2 
OUTFLOW TEMPERATURE 
Figrrrt. f C'acor!c R~~flrcsortcltiorr of 7 i t r b i t ~ c ,  IIhrtks or  I,lurc~ Row 
~ . . ; ~ ~ ~ O D I I C , I I I I , ; ' ~  tiF THE 
()B>2&<;J, i'hcd Pm 
The upstream and downstream acoustic pressure spectra can be calculated from equa- 
tion ( I )  by forming the product of the acoustic pressure wave in frequency/wave niimber 
space with its appropriaw complex conjugate p* (w. kr , kt) .  The resultin:: spectra will be 
seen t o  depend not only on the spectra of the inflowing temperature lO,,(o. k, . kz ) I' and 
axial velocity fluctuations lu, (a, ky , kz)  12, but also on terms coupling these fluctuations, 
I Be ueC, and 0: uc . Once the pressure spectra dre known. the upstream and duwnstrr'am 
acoustlc intenslty {adiating per unit area can be calculated from equations (A3O) and (A3 1 ) 
in the Appendix by summing over tnose wave numbers which give rise to propagating ac- 
oustic modes. 
From the form of equation ( I ) ,  it can be seen that noise is generated by temperature 
fluctuations only when there is a non zero pressure change across the actuator disc and by 
axial velocity fluctuations when there are non zero changes in either density, mean swirl 
velocity or  mean axial velocity across the disc. In order t o  derive the complete noise field 
due t o  these mechanisms, the fluctuating axial velocity and temper~ture  spectra in frequency/ 
wave number space and the cross spectra between axial ve l~c i ty  and temperature fluctuations 
are required. Because of the difficulty involved in providing appropriate inputs, only the 
noise due to  convecting temperature fluctuations traversing the actuator disc will be consi- 
dered in this paper. Although the noise due to  other terms may not be negligible, they 
would exhibit results having properties similar to  those that will be brought out by consider- 
ing only the noise due to  convecting temperature fluctuations. In most cases. this mechanism 
probably dominates that due to axial velocity fluctuations because. in general, turbine stages 
are designed with very large pressure drops and changes in mean swirl velocity, but only rel- 
atively small density and mean axial veiocity changes which make the first two terms in the 
square bracket of equation ( 1 )  small. Tht' term containing the large swirl velocity tc r rn ,  how- 
ever, is multiplied by the circumferential wave nurnber k,, . Since the mechanism be:,lg con- 
sidered is essentially a low frequcncy noise generator, only the plane wave mode (i.e.. ky = 0) 
propagates over :he lower end of the frequency range of interest in low frequency core noise. 
In this range, no  contribution can be made by the term involving large swirl velocity changes. 
Considering, therefore, only noise due to  convecting temperature fluctuations, the u p  
stream and downstream pressure spectra becc~me. 
Thus, for a specified frequencylwave number spectrum of the convecting temperature fluc- 
tuations at thc actuator disc, tbe upstrean and downstream acoustic intensity flux due to 
these fluctuations traversing the disc can bb calcu!ated. 
Reyrese~~ta t io l~  f Fluctuating Temperature Input 
In order t o  make the infinite two-din~ensionsl actuator disc of Figure ( I  ) be a more re- 
alistic representation of a turbine stage, the disc is taken 3 reflect the azimuthal ;! n radiiin 
periodicity inl\crent 111 actual rotor or  stator stages. The temperature distortion entering the 
actuator disc representation of a turbine blade row is thus taken t o  be repetitive over a perioti 
of one circumference. 
In addition, the temperature distortion is assumed "frozen" as it convects through the 
actuator disc and t o  have a cross correlation in a coordinate system moving with the free 
stream of the form 
where (x'. y'. 2') represents the separation distance between two reference points. Ly , L, and 
Lz are representative of the axial. circumferential ant1 spanwise corrt.lation lenpth scales.of 
the convected temperature distortion and 0' is the mean square intensity. 
Applying the ~ondi t ion  of periodicity over the range 2nr (where r is representative of 
the radius of the turbinc stage) and assuming that Ly IS much smaller than one circumfer- 
ence, the cross correlation cf the temperature distortion can be written as ,,i Fourier serles 
in y '  as 
where 
and x' has been replaced b y  U, r. 
Since L, < < Znr. the limits of integratior. :an be extended to  infinity permitting ths  above 
t o  be evaluated as 
The spectrum of tile inflow temperature distortion is t l~cn  readily calculated by Fourier 
transforming in space and time, so  that 
From the form o f  this equation, the following non-dimensional parameters (denoted 
by primes) are suggested : 
Thus, in nondimensional parameters, 
where 
Results and Discussion 
The overall sound power radiated to  the far field due t o  convecting temperature fluctua- 
tions interacting with turbine blade rows can be obtained by substituting equations (6, 7)  for 
the temperature distortion in equation (2) to  obtain the acoustic pressure spectrum and then 
applying equations (A301 and (A3 1) of  the Appendix to  determine the acoustic intensity 
flux. 
If the radiated intensity integrated over the non-dimensionsl frequency band [w', , w: 1 
k written in terms of nondimensional paramctcrs, equation (A3 1) for the upstrcsm (i = I j 
and downstream (i = 2) acoustic intensity flux becomes: 
(A PI2 
ti R, B:, d o ' d  k; d  k;, (8) 
B U = J ~  P., a, 
where 
In this equation, the triple integral is nondimensional since the terms retained in the integral 
arc the nondimensional input temperature distortion H (w ', k ;. k 1). the nondirnensional 
radiation factor Ri (w ', k,', k ; j md the term Bi, (a ', k' , k: ), which relates the temperature Y 
spectrum t o  the acoustic pressure spectrum. The non-dimensional limits of integration over 
the wave numbers are obtained from the Appendix and are such as t o  only account for  the 
propagating acoustic modes that are generated. 
In order t o  determine the general properties of this result the triple integral is evaluated 
numerically to  account for a wide variety of opcrating conditions. I t  is constructive, however, 
to consider first a part~cular approxim,lte case, valid at low frequencies, that can be written 
out explicitly. 
Since the temperatures in the turbine are very high, thc spced of sound is as much as 
twice that of tlic ambient speed of sound and the flow is characterized by relatively low 
Mach numbers. TIIC wave numbcr l~mits  of  integri~tion in such cases reduce opproxin~atcly 
to * w' Ma,. Now, if only very low frcqucncics are consiclcrod, so that I Max (kl) I = 
1 w' Mail < 1, only the circumferential modc ki = 0 can propagutc and only the j = 0 term 
in equation (7) colltributcs to thc total. Also, at low frequencies thcrc is only a small range 
of k 'r that give rise to propagating modes (i.e., I k, I < I w' M.,. 11: Over this mnge, H. Ri 
n d  4, vary only slightly and equation (8) simplifies including the e x p r e s ~ o n  for H from 
(7) to: 
,= a 
- 3 4 0  L', 
e d w', (9) 
where < R, > and < B;3 > are averages of R, and B:3 over the k, range of integration. This 
equation is reduced further, since for plane wave modes Ri and B,, are independent of a'. 
Taking these terms outside of the integral and integrating with respect t o  a', the following 
limiting form of the intensity results for the case of low frequencies: 
If, as is usually the case, the change in axial ve l~c i ty  and speed of  sound across a stage 
is relatively small compared with the change in static pressure and swirl velocity, < Ri > and 
< B,, > can be much simplified. Using bars where appropriate to  denote average values 
across the stage, the downstream values R2 and B,, are as follows: 
Since, for consideration of low frequency core noise, only thc downstrcarn radiated 
wave is directly important, only the downstrcarn intensity flux is written out in its approxi- 
mate form. Thus, 
- A P  - 
or, since Mi << 1 and -
- - 
M, < < 1 for most turbine blade or  vane rows, 
Thr peak acoustic intensity can be determined by differentiating the integrand o f  equa- 
tion (9) with respect t o  w 'and equating t o  zero. It is found to  occur when w ' = O I L  i .  
If this frequency satisfie: the condition w 'Mx < I ,  the peak radiated acoustic yntensity in r 
bandwidth given by [ w  A - A w ', w + A o 9 is, so  l on l  as A w' < < w:, 
From this approximate analysis. it can be inferred tliat for cases where the nokc  due to 
convecting tcmpcraturc' tli~c!uations is predominantly propagated in the plane wave mode, 
the acouztic intensity flux within a fixed bandwidth is proportional t o  the turbine stage op- 
eratirig paranietcrs ( A  P)2 ,  Mi?. thc mean square intcnsity of thc tcmpcratirrc fluctuations, 
and the transverse "corrclation area" of these tluctuations. Tlic axial Icngtti scalc docs not, 
therefore, contribute in sucii cases t o  thc peak intensity on a fixed bandwidth basis. T o p t h e r  
with the axial velocity, however, it does fix the frequency at which peak noise occurs. 
The range of validity of tl.?se particulitr results cqn'be demonstrated by calculating a 
range of  cases asing numeri:al integration of the trinle intcgral of equation (8). For e.uam- 
ple, the narrowbznd spectra of noise due to temperature tluctuations of fixed intensity and 
transverse length scalc passing throi~gli tlic first row of cxit nozzle guide vanes on a JT3D 
engine operating at 2 t y ~ i c a l  approach speed is sliown in Figure 2 for a range of axial length 
scales. Also shown art. some resclts for tlie low frequency approximation given by equation 
(12). It can be seen that !he larger axial length scales generate approximately equal levcls 
of peak noise at low frequencies and are reasonably well represented by the approximate form 
of equation (1 3). As the Icngth scale decreases, noise is generated aver a wider frequency 
range with slightly higher peak values and the approximation is seen to  5e inaccurate. The 
changes in peak leve! and spectrum shape for axial length scales lesg than about 0.4 of tc ra- 
dius are due t o  noise propagating in acoustic modes other than the plane wave mode. 
The effect of varying transverse length scale for constant intensity temrerature fluctua- 
tions is shown in Figure 3. The pcak one-third octave band power level is plottcd aginst L: 
(which ;s taken equal t o  L: for comparison purposes) for three non-dimt.nsional axial lcngili 
scales at the & m e  operatin? conditions as used iu the previous figure. It can be seen that at 
the lower non-dimensional transverse length scales. the power level increases directly with 
the transverse correlation area and then deviates below this dependence at higlicr values of 
LL and L:. Tliis effect is due to  the propagation of  higher circumferential niodcs and is sce~i  
t o  be slightly more pronounced for tlie smaller axial length scales which generate pcak noise 
a t  highcr frequenc~cs. The dcpendencc of peak ono-third octave band power levels on tlie 
transverse correlation area of  tlie temperature fluctuations is thus a reasonable approuinia- 
tion over a reasonable range of transverse anti axial length scales. As shown earlier, howevcr. 
inaccuracies will be encountered if cases with transverse lengtli scales on the order of a radius 
are considered and where in addition the axial lengtli scale is less than 0.4 of a r3dius. 
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acoustic (pressure) wave 
axial componen t 
circum ferent i l l  component 
spanwise component 
c = convective wavs 
P = pressure wave 
I = lower cutoff ~ 3 1 1 1 ~  
2 = uppsrcutoff~alue 
1 - - integer 
I 
= non-dimensional for dcpcncic.nt varinb:r.s 
I 
= displacsments o f  independent v~riables x i ,  y'. z'. 
Non-Dimensional Variables 
SUPPLEMENT 
DERIVATION OF CONDITIONS FOR THE PROPAGATION 
OF ACOUSTIC. VORTICITY AND ENTROPY WAVES. AND THE 
JUMP CONDITIONS ACROSS AN ACTUATOR DISC 
Using the notation illustrated in Figure I wliere stnall unsteady velocity co~nponeilts 
u = (u, v, W )  arc superimposed on  a steady and constant velocity field = (U. V. W )  relative 
- 
t o  tllc stationary coordinate system := ( x .  y. 2 ) .  the lirearircd equ;!tions for costinuity. 
momentum (Navier-Stokes) and energy are. neglecting vlscc~us and licnt conduction effects: 
au 
P o 1  + po ( U .  V ) u + V p = p  F 
at - - -  - 0 ,' 
(A?) 
In tliese equat;ons. 1,. p and s are thc pert~irbation prcrc:ire. density and entropy respectively. 
and po and pnEare  the anihirnt Jcnsity and fluctusting force per unlt volumc .rpl~l:ed at thc 
cascarlc. In :tdJit~on. thc lincarizctl ccluatinns of st;itc a n ~ l  S C C O I I ~  Iaw of tlicrn?oc!! naniics can 
be written as: 
where P is the rrmhicnt pre.;stac. O , ,  tile ;rmt\icnt tcnlpcr~tiirc K \lie ?as c:r\sta~:t L., tllc coef- 
ficicnt of thermal c\;pansi-11 at constant pressure and 0 :lie pcrturI~atii>n tcni ;~c~.~ri i rc .  
If the rotor is rcprcscntcd hy a n  act11.1tor tliw ;it  the rc = 0 plant. ; ~ n d  if tlic flow \ari;rtjlcs 
arc assumed to have tlic form p ( 5 .  t = p ( k_ .  o) c ' ( i . r a  I '  etc.. e q ~ i a t i o ~ ~ s  ((1 I ) - t\3) bccott~c' .
away f r o n  the rotor p l ~ ~ i e  x = 0, (where F = O), and divitling by c'(k- 1 
I?quatiotis ( A 4 1  .~ntl ( ! I5  rc~ii;~in of the \;II:.:L- form wllcrc. w~ t l l o~ i t  ~rnlliguity, all tlcpcndcnt 
vari;~hll-.s ;trc function,, in wavc nunil~crj'frccl uc~icy slucc. 
The seven equations given hy (A41 t o  Ab) represent a l i n c ~ r  set of llotllogcr~eous cqudtiotls 
in seven inknowns. TL condition for a non-trivial solutioli o f  this sct of cquations is tllrrt tllc 
determinant forn~ed by a matrix rcprcsentation ot these ecluations be zero. This condition is s 
satisfied when 
H 
where l 2) is replaced by the speed of sound a. 
Po 
Inspection of this cqltation shows it to  be 3 5th order polynornirtl in k x ,  one root of  which 
is a triple root givcn by U. k - w = 0. o r  
whcrc the su~crscript (c )  is used bccause it  can he scen that thc form given for k x  gives rise to  
a w ~ ~ e  conv cting downstream with tlic niean flow. Suhst~tution of this forrn for kw illto eq i~a -  
tions ( A J )  - (.-\6) yields tllc f o l l o ~ i i n ~  rc l~ t ions  for var1.rh1c.s convecting \iith tlic 111airi~trcaiii: 
where sc represents any constmt entropy waves that may exist convcc:ing downstream t o  the 
rotor ptahc. 
Wivcs of this type rc1)rcscnt vortictty ;!nd entropy waves propagating with no a\soci;ttctl 
prcs\ilrc f l i~c tua~ io~ i s  and wit11 pllasc veloc~t~cs cli~al to the coni!,ollcnt of tllc m;iltlstrcam wl- 
ocity in a tlircct~on ncrnial to the wave front. The \vave llcfitictl I>); equations 111 ( A 9  thus 
reprcscnts it s;utial vorticity and entropy dis:ribiitioii t1i;iI is convcctcti downstrcani w ~ t h  the 
mainstrcani [low. 
The remaining two roc's givc rise to upsteam and downstream acoustic waves (dcnotcd 
by subscripts I and 2 rc.s~xctivcly). 
whcre IL, = M k,. + M,kl - w/ai 
'i a 
1 and 
--(U,,V,.W,) = ( M ~ . , M  ,M ) for i =  1 . 2 .  
'i 
, Y i  2,  
Substitution o f  the rest~lts in equations (A4)  - (A01 yield the following rel~tionship that 
relate all acoustic perturbation variables in tcrms o f  acoustic pressure: 
where i = 1 and 2 refer to upstream and downstream regions rcspectivcly. 
It has been shown ttli~t in the absence of conductivity. the unstcrtdy flow field away from 
the rotor cascade. can be represented by upstream and downstream propagating acoustic waves 
and vorticity and entropv waves convecting with the n~a~ns t ream Ilow. In ordcr t o  see how 
sound can be generated us \:il.ticity and entropy waves intcr~c:  with the ro:or. it is necessary L 
t o  satisfy steady a11J unsteady jump conditions across the rotor disc. 1:luctitrltions in force ; j  - I- > 
.' : 
are expericnced ;I: the rotor due t o  the unsteady flow causing variations in lift on  the bludes i .  $ .  * ;  
and this gives rise t o  one source of acoustic waves. Additional noise is generated. hoivever 
.] 
due t o  entropy and vorticity waves expi!ri~~lcing a riipid change ill static pressure across the L. 
rotor. The appropriate junlp co~vl i t~ons  arc now dcrivcd snd will bc applied to thc prebent ' :  
probienl where convected and acoustic wavcs are prcscnt both upstream and downstrcrtnl of 
the rotor. . . 
Steady Flow Jump Conditions 
Using the same notation as in Figurc I .  wit11 thc cascade plant bein: rcprcscntr.d hy an 
actuator disc at x = 0 , ~ i l J  with upstream dnd d ~ w ~ ~ s t r c a m  Ilo\v varidhles represctltcd hv sah- 
scripts 1 and 2 r c spc~ t i~e ly .  steady c q u a t i ~ n s  of  con t in~~ i ty  and mornctltum for a flow 
through the actu;~tor disc are: 
where p o F i s  now the steady force per unit area at the actuator disc. 
Integrating equation (A1 2 )  across the disc from - E t o  E and considerin? the limit as  




p O I u l  - po2U2 
Similarly, the x component of equation ( A  1 3) bccomes 
!l" oj 1p.u au + a~ = ir0 cos t + D" sin ti  
- E - ax -I ax  
where F, and D,represent the steady lift and the drag at the cascade respectively. The lift 
b taken in the d~rection normal to  the airfoils of the cascade and Do, the drag, is taken in the 
direction parallel t o  the airfoils. Also the bar notation as in p, represents the average of the 
. - 
upstream and downstream values 1.e. po = Y2 (po I + p0 ) 
In order to  intcgratc across the singularity at the rotor planc. it is ,xpcdient to  express 
botl~ thc upstrcatii ant1 downstrcani variablcs within one functioli by usc of thc Hcaviside 
(or btep) function. In this way. the axial mcar. strean) vclocity ilnd its dcrivlrtivc arc rcpre- 
wntcd througllout irll space rcsiwcivcly as 
where (U,  - U, ) is rcplaced by AU arid tlie f ~ c t  that t!ic iiifft.rc.~iti;il of a lfcavisidc function 
with its argument 1s a dclta function of that argument is applicd. This tcctlniqlit. is applied 
througl~out his appendix, but in particular, equation (A15) becomes: 
- 
poU AU + AP = -- Po (Fo c o s t  + Do sin{). (A1 6 )  
Similarly the y and z components of (A1 3 )  reduce to  
- 
poU AV = -% [Fo sin 1 + Do c o s t ] ,  
Unsteady Flow Jump Coiiditiolis 
Integrating :he ilnsteatly lincruized equ;~tion of continaity as givcn by equntions (A1 ) 
across thc x = 0 plant. from - E t o  E yields, as before, 
Thc x  coml.anent of the unsteady mo~ncntum equation, equation (A2)  is integrated in 
the same way across thc actuator disc. 
P (Fo c o s t  - Do sin t)Fi ( x ) d x  
-€ 
where poF and poD represents the fluctuating lift and drag per unit area at the cclsade in the 
directions normal to  and along the airfoil rcspcctively (as shown in Figurc 2 ) .  
Using the same methods as with the steady flow jump conditions, this equation can he 
reorganized so that 
p U A U i 3 ( x ) +  p o u A U 6  (x)  d x  + [ p o ~ u ] :  - up,, AU + uUApo 
€ + O  
f 
- + 1~1: = po ( F  c o s t  - D sin t )  + 5 (F,, cos E - Do sin El. 
whereupon, 
- 
= po ( F c o s t  - D s i n ( ) + p ( F o  c o s t  - IIo sin E). ( A 7 0 )  
The y and z components of the unsteady motncntun~ equritions wn hc considered in a similar 
manner reducing with hclp from the steady jump conditions to: 
- p' (Fo sin t + Do cos t ), 
Application of Junip Conditions Across the Rotor Disc 
It is assun~ed that vorticity and entropy waves convccti~ig with the mainstream exist both 
upstrean1 and d o w ~ ~ s t r c a n ~  of tlie rotor and that tlie only source of  acotlstic waves is at the 
rotor. If thc sitbscripts p and c for rhe unsteady variables indicate that tile variables are due 
to acotlstic prcssurc waves or  c o ~ ~ v ~ c t c t i  waves respectivcly. and if as bcforc the subscripts 1 
and 2 dcnotc trj)strcam and downstrcilril rcspcclively, the upstream and df,wnstream variables 
take on tlie forin 
- 
p2 - P I 2  + P C  2 
with similar cxpressions for the other variables. 
Substitution of these expressions in the unsteady jump condition for continuity (Al9) :  
Applying the relations in (A9) and A1 I )  this equation ccn bc written relating the upstream 
and downstream pressure waves as follows: 
where CU, = LJi.k_(P) - o 
Further reduction using thc steady continuity conditions and reorganizing, 
In like riia~incr, the jump condition for thc x-component of morncnt urn, equation !A20) 
becomcs, ,sing tllc notatro~l introd~rccd carlicr in this appen<lix: 
Using the equations (A9 and (A 1 1 ) as before. together with thc  jump co~idition for the 
x-component of  the stcady niomentum equation, it can be sliown that  this equatlon reduces 
to: 
- (PI 
~ ( A u <  2 - I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ] ~ ~ ~ ~ [  1 +- S A P  + s p o ( ~ w 2  I - * 
- - - 
PO a: po a: po a; 
1 
Po , ( Y ~  
- S 
= po (F cos t  - D sin t )  - A P - 
- P o U  u + i 5 U 2 u c 2  
7 %  I 
The jump condition for the y-component of momentum (equation A23) can be obtained b 
using similar methods. Thus 
and the z-component of mo~nentum (equation A22) becomes: 
Now, the  term u, can be eliminated between equations (A23) and (A24) yielding an  equat ion 
2 
relating the  up and downstream acoustic waves of the  form 
2 
- I S A P  ' lo (AU) 
A12 - - I + -  + !l, - - - 1 poa: po a: 
A second relationsllip between the u p  and downstream prcsaurc wnvcs can be nbtuinc~i  
by substituting for  ilc , vc and wc froni e(li~nti(ins (A221 (A25)  and (A261 rcspcctivcly In 
2 2 2 
the second equation from (A9 ) .  Thus: 
(c) 
kx A p ,  + P ,  ky AvI 11, 
- [ '&lo U2 + P o  U l )  - (A28)  
1 Po2 I I 
where 
s k:) ?,:) i 
- I -- 
A21 -  
Po2 j 
So long as tlie detelminant (A, ,  A,, - A,, A,, ) is nnq-zero, a solution for the  upstream 
and downstream pressure waves can be obtained iu tlie form: 
wlicre tlie non-dimensional coefficients B,, are readily dc te rn~ incd  ant1 the  normalized up- 
stream tempcraturc fluctilation convecting with thc  main stream has rcplaccd s, by  using 
2 
cquation (A9). 7% 
It can be  seen that  acoustic waves are generated riot only by fluctu;ttitig lift and lira? at  
the rotor,  bu t  also by ent ropy (temperature) w;lves and tlic ;txial component  o f  illflow velocity 
distortion as tlic:y cxpericnce a cliange in nic;ln strea!n flow conrlitions across the  rotor.  The  
fluctuating lift and drag forces arc moving with the bl;ldcs o f  the  ro tor  and gericrally gcneratt. 
high and low frequency noise depending o n  tlie velocity flucttl;ttions giving rlse t o  tlic Iluctua- 
ting angle o f  at tack at  the blades. The noise generated by  tempcraturc arid axial v?loc.ity 
fluctuations, which is tlie main concern of this paper, will gcncrally be of  low frequency and 
only significant when large changes in pressllre, density and nican axial velocity are ex- 
perienced across the  rotor. 
Upstream a n d  Downstream Radiated Acoustic Intensity Flux 
Once the  Fourier transform o f  a pressure wavc p (a, k, , k , )  is known in a constant  
moving medium, tlie acoustic intcnsity flux vector can be derived b y  applying the  work o f  
Bloklintsev. Thus,  
where is a vcctoi. giving the  rnagnit~tde and direction o f  acoustic intcnsity at  frequency o 
and in wave numbers k, and k Z ,  and where n i s  the vector normal t o  the  wave front,  and 
where the  preqsure waves have spat::-time depcndcncc o f  the  form e '("' -? '). 
For  a typical ro tor  situatron wliere the  mca1-i radial vclocity is essenti;tlly zero (except o f  
course for  leaned blades o r  vanes) the  upstream a ~ ~ d  downstreani intensity flux per unit area 
radiated by a pressure wave is calculatcc! from 
I P(U, k,. k, )I' 
I,.  ( a ,  ky . k,) = Ri ( o , k y 3 k Z )  i = 1,2.  
Po iai 
where the  non-dimensional Ri ( w , k y ,  k,) is given by: 
In order t o  derive t h e  acoustic inttttsity Iluu a t  a givcn frt~clucncy ;,rd for  :il! w3vc nunihcrs. 
I x ,  and I ,  have t o  b4: surnnicd ovcr ill1 svplicablc ky and kt and tllc solutioll d o l ~ b l c d  t o  2 
ac;ount for an aclditi(.nal sct o f  prcssarc w:lvrs of the  for111 1) = p (-ky , -k,, -a) c . ' ( ? . ~ . ~ ' )  
The applicable range o f  k, and k, correspond t o  those wave tiumbers that  give rise t o  propaga- 
ting as opposcd t o  decaying acoustic waves. The condition for propagation is tll;~t 
k,(P)antl kx('') arc rcal. Thus, the  upstre;rm ~ I K !  du ivn~ t r~a111  acoi~s t ic  ~ n t ~ n s i t y  f lus  pcr unit 
I 2 
area at  frecluency w is calculated from: 7' 7' 
I , ,  i w )  = 2 1,. (a,$. kz) dky dk, 
I 
k ( 1 )  k( ' )  
1 .  i 
where 
W 2 2 2 PI, + ( l - M, - 14, ) (:)2
Y i  k"u' = 
The numerical i~lcu!ation of tllcse integrals is reasonably straightforwnrri except for tllc 
fact that tllc detern~it~atlt  ('1) A,, - A12 All ) goes t o  zero 3t the limits of integration. In  
this event, the upstrean: ;~nd  downstrcanl radiating pressure tend to  infi~lity givltlg nsc' to  a 
singularity in the integral of the form I / x  whicl~ i:; non-integrable. This lirilitatio~~ in the 
analysis is common to many solutiotis of tillear systcn~s that d o  not contain damping due to  
either disipative or nun-linear terms. Rccogttizing the fact that tllcse i~lfinitits d o  not occitr 
in reality, and that in many wscs of interest. thr. hulk of tllc radiated cbncrgy is conicntrated 
in modes not i111n;cdi~tely at or next to  cutoff, 110 serious error is introduced in the inte- 
gration. 
APPENDIX B-2 
THERMOCOUPLE VOLTAGE SPECTRA 
One-third octave band spectrum levels of compensated thermo- 
couple voltage are presented for thermocouple elements identi- 
fied by the following code: 
THERMOCOUPLE IDENTIFICATION CODE 
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Normalized auto and cross correlation function machine plots 
are presented in this Appendix. The relevant transducer loca- 
tions are illustrated on each plot. Selected cr~ss-correlations 
between thermocouple elements and wall pressure transducers 
are also included. 
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